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Excepting tbe Niagura, they have all been

(;U1"IOU8 Experiment

built by government naval architects. The
Merrimac, thus far, has done little credit to its
builders, especially her engines. At least
these appear to be her most defective parts, as
her recent long passage from Norfolk to Ha
vana, was caused, it is said, from her machin
ery becoming disabled.
II'hen all these frigates are completed, it is
beLev Jd here that the Niagara will far surpass
t.hem ,111 in every respect. If this proves to
be the case, it will be a strong argnment in
f.1Vor of letting out government work to pub
lic contractors, and abolishing national naval
yards altogether.

rounded by an

IHanuracture.

.

(,1temlcal Mlnutene•••

On the recent trial of Dr. Palmer, in E ng
land, for poisoning Mr. Cook, and for which
he has been executed, Dr. Herepath, the well
known chemist, stated that the presence of
strychnine could always be detected, and gave
as an important proof that if he put 10 grains
into 70,000 grains of water he could detect
its presence in a tenth part of a grain of that
water.
.... - ...

�ebllchadnezzar Disentombed.

The London .8.tlas saya that Colonel Raw
linson has lately found a mummy which is be
lieved to be that of N ebuchadp.ezzar. The
face, which is eminently handsome, is covered
with a golden mask. Some wooly horse spec
ulation, no doubt. Where's Barnum 1

aJmosphere if carbonic acid gas,

assistance from

pre8S1<re.
Sir J.
Hall discovered that limestone undergoes fu
sion under a ressure which prevents the
escape of its carbonic acid, viz., 173 atmos
pheres, equal to a column of sea-water of
5,700 feet. I have repeated the experiments
above alluded to, which I first performed
several years ago, lately, in the following way.
Some chalk powder was put at the bottom of
a crucible j over this was spread a pretty
thick layer of nitrate of potass, in which were
pieces of plumbago, common charcoal, and
silica j over this, again, was a thin layer of
chalk, and the whole was covered with com
mon earth, and heated to redness for two or
three hours. On examination, the chalk above
and below the nitrate of potass was fused into
a hard, porous, gray mass, something like
some kinds of lava, the pieces of plumbago
and chorcoal had totally disappeared, having
been converted into carbonic acid gas by the
oxygen of the nitrate of potass j the piece of
silex was chanlted to an opaque white by the
heat, but otherwise unaltered.

withfnlt any

Our government has twelve large depots for
arms, besides two national armories, which
manufacture them. In these depots there are
142,000 stand of small arms, guns, pistols,
carbines, exclusive of the number issued to
the arsenals of the various States and the sup
ply of the army. In 1854-5, the armory at
Springfield, Mass., turned ont 10,000 muskets
and 2,000 cavalry musketoons, while that at
Harper's Ferry, in Va., manufactured 9,000
muskets and 2,571 rifles. Colt has manufac
tured 6,000 of his revolvers for the army. At
Watervliet arsenal, Troy, during the same
years, were 70,642 stand of arms stored for
use, in perfect order. At the Allegheny arsen
al, 13,840 muskets and 11,000 pistols were put
in order. At the St. Louis arsenal were
stored 32,476 stand of fire arms of all kinds.
These statistics do not include the cannon,
howitzers, and mortars stored at the above
named depots .
... �

Chalk.

"I shall here state what I believe to be a
new discovery, viz., that carbonate of lime
undergoes fusioll. at a certain heat, when sur

�-.��---

their
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The following is from a late number of the
London lJ[echanics' Magazine, by Horatio Pra
ter, in an article on petrifaction:-

..
-----�

The Government Arms and

power, the lower end may be shifted, by means
of lever, L, so as to throw pinion, D, into gear
with either set of teeth, B' B'. The direction
in which nut B moves, may be thus instantly
changed, but with greater power. When com
pression is going on, tlie pinion, D, is in gear
with B', aud B moves slowly. But when the
follower is to be run up, pinion D is thrown
into gear with B', which, owing to its smaller
diameter, causes B to move quickly, little
power being needed. If the lever, L. is so
moved as to bring pinion D into an interme
diate position, between the two sets of teeth,
B' B", so that it will gear with neither, the
motion of the pre3s will to instantly stopped .
, 0 is a rest catch to hold lever L.
M are conical friction rollers, sunk in the
There is an iron
I central parts of nut B.
plate attached 011 the under side offrame cross
piece, N, against which the rollers, M, press,
I
and thus relieve the nut, B, of frictIOn . See
section fig 2.
It will be observed that the various parts of
this press are strong, while, as a whole, it is
very compact and simple. Its convenience,
strength, rapidity of operation, and other advantages wil� 1 nsure for it an extensive intro
duction. Address the inventor, as above, for
further information. Patent applied for.

I

Frl::-nleA.

The six new steam frigates ordered by gov
ernment, are now all launched,-the last being
the Colo rado, from the Norfolk Navy Yard on
the 18th ult. Tbe following is a statement of
their relative lengths, measured from fore side
of mbbit of stem to aft side of forward stern
post, on a line of 12 feet above the lower edge
of the rabbit of the keel:
Minnesota, - 264 feet 8 1-2 in.
:lierrimac, Roanoke,
Colorado, ?'iiagara,
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Improved Cotton

Pre&o.

Our engraving illustrates an improvement
by Mr. M. L. Parry, of Galveston, Texall. The
invention consists in a peculiar arrangement
of parts, whereby the movement of the press
may be stopped, or reversed, instantly j also
in a method of reducing friction, and thus
causing the press to operate with ease.
The pressure is obtained by means of a large
screw, A, working through a double geared
combination nut, B. C is the follower, be
neath which the cotton i8 pressed. The in
terior part of nut B is hollow, and furnished
with two sets of gear teeth, B and B'. A
driving pinion, D, is introduced between the
teeth B' and B'. By shifting the pinion, D, so
as to cause it to gear with one or the other set

I have no doubt that many of the very hard
masses of carbonate of lime seen on the banks
of the Nile have been fused in a manner
somewhat similar to the above, since the
enormous pressure that Sir J. Hall employed
can only occur occasionally in nature, and in
subterranean parts. An excess of carbonic
of teeth, the direction in which the nut B, acid gas is well known to assist the Boiution
moves, will be altered, and the follower, C, of carbonate of lime in waJer. In the above
raised or depressed.
experiments we also observe that it tends to
Power to drive the machine is applied either render it fluid by fusion."
to the b�nd wheel, E, or crank, F, the shafts
. - ...
of which are separate, each having II. gear
Ea.t India Railroads.
wheel, G H, communicating respectively
Railroads, upon a truly gigantic scale, are in
through gear wheels, I J, with pinions, D.
course of actual construction in British India,
There are two pinions, D, one on each side,
in furtherance of which the East India Com
but only one appears in the cut.
pany have loaned their credit. 1. The East
In our engraving, pinion D is shown to be
in gear wi th the teeth, B', on the outer edge India Railway, to Delhi, 900 miles j 590 miles
under contract j 100 miles or more now op en
of nut B.
and the whole to be completed during the year
The lower bearing of D is on a slide, K,
1 8561 2. The Great India Peninsula Railway
which latter is moved by means of lever, L.
Thus, while the upper end of the shaft of from Bombay, 47 miles opened for travel last
pinion, D, is always in gear with the driving year ..
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HANGING GRIND STONEs-David Hinman, of Berea. FIRE ARMs-James Warner. of Springfield, Mass.: I
OhiO-I claim hanging grind stones in the manner de claim. first. the combination of the recoil and adjusting p urification, and conservators ofpublic health
h
O
b
scribed, having the shaft and flange with or WIthout a
nh i l
cast in one piece with the stone firmly secured thereto by f��:C� p��i\f:: t\i!rfh :��i!t f�:ii��� i� ii�� ��h �: but E. Merriam, the meteorologist and" Wea
barrel. as described.
the shrinking of the metal, as set forth.
Secondly.
I claim forming cavities in the battery plate, ther Clerk," of Brooklyn, has propagated an
CUT-OFi"S-IT. J. and Thos. Hawkins, of Mobile. Ala.:
such position and of such form as to receive and hold
We claim the adjustable cam and self-inserting toe which in
the ball or balls in case of the accidental discharge of opposite theory, namely, that a season of great
when combined together on any rock shaft motion for any
of the chambers not in adjustment with the barrel, heat attended by lightning, is always more
working steam valves. can cut off the steam at any given as described.
J oint on either motion of the piston at a moment's notice.
as set forth.
DIVIDING SHOE FOR MOWING MACHINEs-Walter A. fruitful of disease and death, than periods of
of Hoosick Falls. N. Y.: I claim the particular
SEED PLANTERs-George Hall. of Morga.ntown. Va.: Wood,
form
and construction of a dividing shoe for mowing rna· equal heat without free atmospheric electrici
I claim hinging the cams that operate the seed slides to chines, as described. by means of which the grass on eith�
the face of the drive wheels, so that they can be swung er side of it. is divided and bent over without breaking ty. This is a question that deserves more
into or within recesses cut in the face of said wheel, for or
crushing.)lo that the sickle will reach it all, and thus attention than it has hitherto received.
t�= a��i��:��;��:���etrfu��.chine to planting at varia- prevent
[Reported Officially for the Scientific American.]
combing or ridging. substantially as set forth.
.-----...
..
_.. ...
.
----CUTTING ApPARATUS FOR HARVESTERS-C. B. W�,,
LIS T OF PAT E N T 0 L A I MS
PLOTTING INSTRUMENTS_C. R. Iliff' of Falmouth, nero
of
Philadelphia,
Pa.: I do not singly claim iOllfDing
Sand.:oncs for Building.
Ky.:
In
my
instrument
for
constructing
geometrical
lines.
the
finger
or guard of a harvesting machine with the hol
Issued from the United State. Patent Office
I do not claim the trammel. nor any of the separate ad· lo� or depression.
c a.
The last numher of the Mining Magazine
justments described, in themselves separately.
I claim forming the finger or guard having said depres.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING JUNE 25, 1856.
But I claim the combination of the trammel construct s�on.
with
an additional depression, b, and so uniting the contains a paper recently read before the
ed
substantially
asspecified.with
the
drawing
stand
which
SEJ�F�RAKING SAw-Aza Arnold, of Washington. D. is provided with the angular and off·set adjustments. as �I���h�����i��� s�b�t���f:lty i� ih/�!���� s��10�ii: er
� Boston Society of Natural History, by F.
C.: I claim the combination of a retreating motion. as described.
whereby an instrument of greatly increased SA:i'ETY FLUID
set forth, with the two edged reciprocating saw. by which capability
CANS-So E. Winslow. of Philadel� Alger, on the sbove subject. Samples were
is produced.
combination I can give any desired adjustment of cut and
phia.
Pa.:
I claim the conical form of the wire cloth
feed, at pleasure, to enable the saw to cut during its whole 'WRENCH FOR GAS PIPE.-G. A. Jenks. of Worcester. strainer with
a small aperture at its apex or side. which exhibited of the New Jersey sandstone, of
descent.
Mass I do not claim the pipe tongs. made as described, may be adapt�d
to the lower part of l�mp tops and to
n
e
a
j
PRINTING INSTRUMENTS FOR THE BLIND-A. Ely ���� ����ignj�;���d ��t ����1d:X �)�h � s�r�� �� ���idai��:i��r��r�l�;����� l��p,a�ft�c��o�riftc�a�� which New York Trinity church is built; also
Beach, of Stratford. Conn.: I claim. first. causing the justment; and I do not claim the combination as patent. said cap throug:r.... "Which the lamp may be filled.
of the Connecticut brown sandstone, which is
type!i to strike at a common center. substantially in the ed by the said Bartholomew & Merrick. and on which
manner and for the purposes set forth.
CUT-OFF VALVE CHECKs-Wm. Wright, of Hartford; more generally used than any other; also a
invention is an improvement.
Second. connecting each o f the type keys. or their myBut
arranging the hook or claw, G. and the Conn.: I claim the arrangement for retarding the de.
equivalents, with the escapement. by meallS of a common spring,IEclaim
. with respect to the slide. C. and the main bar, scent of tha valve. namely, the combination of the bell new kind from NovaScotia. The preference
connection, substantially as described.
A, and hinging or jointing the claw directly to the slide. crank, q r. with the valve on the one part. and the dash
pot. or equivalent re�isting apparatus. on the other. so was given to the latter. The New Jersey
SMOOTHING IRoNs-Leander W. Boynton. of Worces· C. substantially as exhibited.
and operating that the arm of the crank to which
ter, Ma�s.: I claim forming the lower part of the iron, ENVELOPES-R. T. Knight, of Philadelphia. Pa.: I coupled
the
valve is attached. shall be approaching its greatest stone was considered next in quality, while
r ace e
o
g
t e
the lapping of the ends of the envelope, b b, fig. throw,
thereby
checking the rate of descent of the valve
;:;� ft:\� e do�tl�� �����e �����!���1E: ���� r p���{o � 2.claim
a. force compounded of the diminished speed and di the Connecticut stone was held to be inferior
to the lower portIOn, and directing the dratt in heating when they are to be secured by metallic eyelets. as by:
mmlshed
pressure. as described.
the upper surface of the said lower portion. as set forth. set forth.
it being understood, however, that I do not claim in itself ICE BOATs.-Daniel Large, of Philadelphia, Pa.: I �PRING BQ;rTOMs-Alvah l<"oote, of Blandford. Mass. : to both. The NovaScotia stone contained no
the making the iron in two portions, with the handle at claim
the arranging. in the after part 0' the boat, of the asslgnor to hlmselt� Ira Russell, of Dedham, Mass.. and carbonate of lime, and no sulphuret of iron;
taehed to the upper portion. as that is not new, but only two troughs,
for throwing' by the power a.nd impulse given A. B.�.
and HenryPhelps, \Vorcester. Mass. neither does the Jersey stone, while the
the mode of construction. as claimed.
by the paddle wheels. the broken and floating ice upon I am. fullySprague.
<!-ware that a co!nbinationofconsisting
of a sus.
the fast ice on each side of the channel. and thereby pensIon sprmg. a thrust sprmg
and a curved arch spring Oonnecticut kind contains both carbonate of
HEMP BREA1<ERS_R. W. Bowen. of Marshall. Mo.: I keeping
claim the peculiar construction of the upper and lower scribed. the water clear for the passage of vessels, as de· ������:d�����:����h':l�i�� ��e�';'l; f��e
[h��ft:r�i�
blades of the break, so that they shall approach each oth
and that the some is applied to a bedstead that lime, mica, and some sulphate of iron. These
er at the same moment. but with different velocities, sub. PORTABLE l!'IE.LD FENCE-B. F. Lyon, of Pleasant not new,
stantially in the manner described. that is to say, pivot ville,
I claim, first, the eonstruction of the mortise fb�! )aJ���tc�ii����Ch�tl!t��:���i���E;���� ��:�:: substances in sandstone detract from its dura
ing the lower blades at or near their front ends, in a firm in myPa.:
fenGe�posts, in the manner described.
frame, and connecting their rear end� to the top blades. Second.
I claim the construction of my rails. in the ���de�:�t�!��;i�: ;e��bl�� applied, can be set up or bility and cause the stone to split off in scales,
which are pivoted at. a point about two·thirds of their manner described.
the shoulders and ends of the
with the bedstead and its system of bands. D D when subjected to excessive heat. A cubic
length, in a solid frame, and operated in front in any dovetail round, and with
also with the dovetails.lI and I, made IE,claim
and springs,}' .11', the extension
devices or bars H foot of Nova Scotia sandstone weighs 1 5 5
well known manner, for the purposes set forth.
reverse, as shown, and on the opposite sides of tho rails. E
and screws_ () C, whereby
adv:mtages as stated a;eB at:
FIRE ARMs-Fordyce Beals, of New Haven,Conn.: I
GEAR OJ' CARRIAGES-Richard Murdoch tained.
Jersey stone
do not claim the use of a metallic frame connected with ofRUNNING
Baltimore. Md.: I disc laim the short axles and the GRAIN DRILLs-Abraham Fravel (assignor to himself pounds; the same bulk o f
a chambered breech or cylinder. by means of a pin pass· manner
of turning them about their attachments; such and 'r. D. Lemon) of La Porte: I claim the combination weighs 149 pounds; while the Connecticut
ing through the frame and. cylinder.
tooth. Ii" cutter, F'. and lever. G. with shoe. C. guard.
N either do 1 claim rotating the chambered breech by constituting no part of my invention.
weighs 157 pounds per cubic foot. The
also disclaim supporting the extremities of the axles of
D. and tum�ler. M. the whole being arranged and opera. stone
means of a pawl and ratchet in connection with the ham· onI stationary
train ways during their movement.
ted substantIally as shown ior the purposespecitied.
mer.
great amount of iron which the latter con
But
I
claim
the
swivel
bar.
c,
and
boxes,
b
b.
in
combi
But I claim the arrangement and combination of parts
the short axles. a a. connected with the ex· OPERATING �TEAM VALvEs-Remy Henry, of Mel tains is the cause of its greater weight. All
using the arm pivot or axis in connection with the pawl nationi with
N. Y., !lSslgnor to James Smith of New iork City:
and ha.mmer, for the purpose of rotating the chambered t�: !�e���tfo� fh�s��:;�:�::���\�!ll. as described. oper- rose,
I do not claIm attaching tbe pistons of a steam cylinder
breech or cylinder, all of which are in the manner and �
and a pump to one rod and operating
the pump by the these sandstones belong to the sedimentary
for the purpose described, using the arm pivot or axis in TOOL FOR CUTTING METALs-John Mooney, of Provo direct
connection nor do I Claim operating
the valve of group of the old or new Red sandstone, and
itl! combination and arrangement of parts, or any other idence, R. I. : I claim the use of the . blade or cutter,o. of a
t
contrivance. substantially the same and producing the a separate piece of metal inserted in an adjustable clamp, r�iaf�h���-�i:i� !:�fo� f�the steam valves of a steam accompany the coal formations. Many of the
G. constructed and operated in the manner and for the
same effect.
b
t
of the steam and pump pis- fine old buildings in Great Britain are com
ALARM LOCK-Julius Cone. of Yellow Springs. Ohio: purpose set forth.
fo��ln ih��:!�!id :s��l��d.
I claim disconnecting the knob shaft from the latch bolt, TURNING TAPERING FORMS-H. E. Salisbury. of PIa. Second, the combination of the sleeve, F. the lever. L, posed of these-such as the famous Abbey of
thereby dispensing with a key, key hole, separate key tea. Pa.: I claim the manner described for operating the
ommunicate the requibolt. and all devices for operating a key bolt, in the man· revolving cutters. namely, by means of cam. Y,lever. Z. !h: ���e�e�����h:�f!�;; ��i�e�
Melrose, the Glasgow Oathedral, &c.; and so
ai
e
si
ner set forth.
S�:II ELD TO fR01'ECT BREAST PINs-JohnH.Phillips,
I also claim placin� the alarm spring and scape wheel ili����iz sl����c·:�i:h s�ide'::�� 0� r� :�1�1n�f�debila�� . �,�
(ass�gnorto Lelgh R. Holmead.) of Washington. D. C: 1 durable have they proved to be, that although
upon the knob shaft itself, when combined with the ar for the purpose of opening and closing the cutters, as de claIm
the employment of a shield or plate with one or they have stood since 1 142-714 years-the
rangement for connecting said knob shaft with, and dis. scribed. and holding the timber stationary.
connecting it from the alarm. so that said alarm may not I abo claim the movabte center piece operating as de· more lips or lugs, for the purposes specified.
interfere with the ordinary use of the lock simply for a scribed, and for the purposes set forth, combination FARM GATE_George Taylor. of Richmond. Ind as' most minute moldings and decorations are
with the feed motion. a.9 set forth.
latch.
signor to Harrison Ogborn and George \-V. Stigleman. of
I also claim the disk. p, constructed and operating in
RUNNING GEAR OJ' VEHICLEs.-"Henry Phelps, of Wayne County. Ind. : I am aware that self·acting gates yet in perfec t condition. All sandstones do
connection with the bolt, alarm, and ward spring, sub WhiteHall.
constructed but operated by the wheel of the
C.: I disclaim spring coupling for vehi· differently
stantially as described, and for accomplishing the various cles broadly N.
coming in contact with the road levers. Ii" Ii" not possess the same durable qualities. Some
considered. as various devices have been carriage
purposes specified.
e �� �{ i!�en employed; such parts. of themselves. of them soon molder and decay by exposure
I also claim the ward spring. M, constructed and ar employed for that purpose.:
f
d�
n a
I claim the combination of the elastic rods. i and m,
ranged. substantially in the manner and for the purp0::les with
the rods. c c. d d. jointed at f, as describ�d, and But I claim the combination of a gate. A, with the an' to the weather. Sandstones containing deep
set forth.
gular lever. D or D'. in such a manner, and so related to
1a1'l0 claim the notch. j, in the knob shaft, in combina. operating as and for the purposes set forth.
each other that the gate shall stand upon a level both red streaks are not to be depended on, as
tion with the slot. k. in the bolt, when arranged and op·
Peale,of Phil- when
open or closed-these or their equivalents-sub. these marks are evidences of the presence of
erating substantially in the manner and for the purpose TUBULAR ELASTIC VALVEs-Franklin
s
r
d
stantially
as set forth.
described.
fi��tt�;�ar;�� lo �:�%:��ut� s� �!d1n:��� th���fli!��� And I further
claim the combination of the cam. J.
with the lever, D', or its equivalent. for the purpose of oxyd of. iron, which soon crumbles out. It is
SECl]RING SHA:i'TS TO AXLES-Wm. Cox, of Doyles· in, in the manner set forth and shown.
town,:I. : I claim the two bars,IE F. with the jaws. c e, WIND WHEELs-Francis Peabody. of Salem, Mass.: vibrating the levers, D D', thereby opening and closing true that the face of sandstone can be pre
attached to them; the bars, F, being elastic. and having I claim regulating the veloeity of the wind wheel by the gate. substantially as descril>ed.
a screw, G. passin!? through it, on which a nut. f, is fitted. means
of the secondary blades,H. operated in the manner LOOMs-Lucius J. Knowles, of Warren. Mass.: I do served by paint, but then it is much cheaper
The bars. Eli'. beIng attached to the axle, A. substantial· substantially
as :let forth.
not claim. the combination of the vibrator. P. and the an' to use bri ck than such stone, and it looks
ly as described {Ol' the purpose specified.
gular notch 0, with either of the levers or jacks. G, of the
HAND SEEDING MACHINES-S. G. Randall. of Rock harnesses.
and so as to operate in connection with the
VISE-H. B. Chaffee, of New York City: I claim the ford.
Ill.:
I
claim.
in
combination
with
the
reciprocating
supplementary jaw, N. pivoted to the stationary jaw.A. motion of the seed slide, the locking and unlocking of lifter rod, I. I'lubstantially as before specified. because I nearly as well in a building. Sandstone of a
am �ware �hat such �as been the subject or a portion of close, fine, uniform grain should always be
of the vise, and connected with the weighted pawl, F,
a
t
e
s
l
the
InVentIOn
whIch a patent was granted to .BerJja.min
substantially as shown. for the purpose set forth.
���\; h:ld���i��� tli:�:;1�f��ge �f��� :���in �o� �i�� l!'. Rice on thefor18th
day of October. 1853, my invention selected, and it should always be laid down in
LIME AND GUANO SPREADERs-Wm. Croasdale. of it, and the sheath therein. substantially as described. .. being
in
part
an
improvement
thereon and subordinate
Hartsville,Pa.; I claim the combination of the cylin MAKING RAKE TEETH_C. R. SOUle, of Fairfield. Vt.: thereto nor do I claim for operating
vibrator the a building in the same position its layers oc
der.B. composed in part of the movable strips. s, with I claim the shaft, C, with loose pulley. D and G. and pro. mode described in the patent of the saidthe
Rice. wherein
the rubbers, M. both being constructed and arranged sub· jection, a. attached and used in connection with the the pattern chain is represented havine: an
in situ-that is, horizontally. No stone,
intermediate
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth. frame. E. and lever, F, with rod. I. attached, and tho lev· rotary motion while at work, and made -to move the vi, cupy
by the alternate actions of pins and hooks in a cam marble, or sandstone should ever be laid up
LOCOMOTIVE LAMPS-S. E. and H. B. Cleaveland. of er. I, connected with arm. s, having the spring. t, attach. brator
groove formed at the upper part of the vibrator. or in an in a building with their planes of stratifica
.Buffalo, N. Y.: 'Ve claim the arrangement and combina ed. rl'he arm. G. having the lever, H. secured to its end· arm
above its fulcrum, my improvement en
tion of the valve. A. with the plunger. B, and spring. D the above parts being arranged and operating as show� ablingprojecting
the spring arm not only to perform all the functions
D, for the purpose of forcing the oil from the can or re for the purpose specified.
necessary to move the vibrator, but the additional one. tion vertical; and yet we have seen many
servoir to the burner or wick. substantially as set forth.
viz that of allowing the toothed cylinder, M. to be con thus laid. Every person knows, or should know
PUG MILL-C.}'. Schlickeysen, of Berlin. Prussia. tinually
revolved. important advantages both in the con
nOTARY PUMPS-So D. Carpenter. of Madison, Wis. : Patented in England Feb. 24. 1856: I 'do not intend to struction
operation being gained thereby.
claim
the
use
of
radial
blades
or
beaters
for
forcing
down
c
t
n
D
i
t
L
r
i L� : �;��r�:ti�n �fth �h� dta�hr��� P;��i!�. E �: clay into or through molds or dies. as that has long been What I and
claim,is the application of the spring, R, to the that they cannot when thus laid, stano. such
jack. G,the vibrator.P. and the toothed cylinder, sub· a crushing force; they are liable to split down
operating in the manner and for the purpose specified. practiced.
r
a
ra e
But 1 claim, first, the employment of the clearing knife
I also elaim the semi-spherical shells. 2 and 3. in com
J�l;�rd:�r:�:�:I��g: !�li�d� r� }f, ��ft��i)?�� through these planes when superincumbent
bination with the conducting pipes, arranged substantial K, in combination with the hopper, b, the tapering case, :��i{�
offeet the movements of the vibrator by the aid of its weight is placed upon them. The edges only
c. and beaters. h. operating in the manner substantially spring.
ly in the manner and for the purpose specified.
continuously
but
rotated
to
be
or maintain�d in
described.
R�APEns-Owen Dorsey. of Triadelphia, Md.: I do not asSecond.
I claim the rotating bottom, m, in combination constant and not in intermittent rotary motion, all sub.
of the layers of stones should be exposed to
.
claim the raking attachment, for that was formerly pat with
as specified.
the beaters, h. operating in the manner substantially stantially
ented by me.
I
also
claim
combining
the
double
shuttle
or drop box.
Hut I claim driving the sickle or communicating mo· as described.
C, with one of the levers or jacks, G, operatedaJ de. the weather, because if placed otherwise they
tion thereto, by means of the crank pulley. G, pitman.H, FOUNTAIN LAHPs-Nicholas Linden, of Jersey City: scribed. by means substantially as explained. viz the rod.
arms, I K L, and shaft, J, arranged as shown. whereby N. J.: I claim constructing the reservoir, 0, of two cy S, the eleYator, U, the friction roller, '1\ and slide bar. V. are more liable to crumble and decay, in
four vibrations of the sickle are obtained at every revo linders. DE, one placed within the other. the inner cy- and so that such drop box may be operated by the toothed climates like ours, where there is much
lution of the crank pulley, G.
r
d
e
cylinder of the harness levers or jacks.
ac
!;�1��;, �. ���:ia �:i�: b':i�� �p:�!d ':i :�� ;:�!�
moisture and frost. If a block of sandstone
'VATIm WHEEL_W . .M. Davis. of Carmel. Me.: I claim
RE·ISSUES.
the combination of the scroll plate and water pitches. to fi��:�.b����E:t��ti�ll�·:Se'de�:�ib!dnf�rsitheofpt:r��r�
be immersed in a saturated solution of the
BELLOWS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTs._Jeremiah
secure more beneficially. the direct action of the water
Carhart, of New York City. Patent dated Dec. 28. 184.6:
in combination with the cone spreading the bottom of the specified.
wheel with a curved float. narrowed at the bottom and WASHING MACHINES-V. R. Stewart. of Weedsport. 1 claim the combination of the reeds with an exhaust sulphate of soda for a few hours, then exposed
set spirally upon the cone, which. with the scroll plate N. Y.: I claim the combination of the corrugated or flu chamber of variable caRacity. and an air pump, whose to the atmosphere for a few days, crystaliza
and pitches secures the full direct action and re.action ted cylinder, H. and reciprocatin� board, M, arranged as action exhausts and rarIties the air therein. the exhaust
chamber tending to expand with a force that will balance tion will take place within the pores of the
force of the water upon the wheel, as Het forth.
shown and described for the purpose specified.
the rarification to be preserved in the chamber, for the stone and cause the same disintegration that
EDGE PLANES-I. A. Dunham, of North Bridg'ewater. TIlDAL ALARM Buoy-John Tai:gart. ofRoxbul'Y, Mass. purposes
set forth.
Mass.: I do not claim a molding stock formed with a I claim the combination and arrangement of the air tank,
throat, so as to receive a movable and adjustable molding D, the stream or current wheel, C, the bell, G', and me· ANNEALING FURNACE-J. Joseph J�agleton, of New is produced by frost. This is Dr. Ure's test of
cutter; nor do I claim so making a cutter that its mold chanism, substantially as described. for causing said bell York City. Patent dated May 20th. 18.56: 1 claim charg the durable character ot sa ndstones; it is one
ing surface and cutting edge sha11 be made in one piece to be Rounded during the rotary movements of the wheel, ing and discharging an annealing furnace in bulk sub
of metal.
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.
I claim my improved tool having part of its molding ¥6:it�:ced by the action of a current in the water, as set 1 also claim opening the bottom of the annealer, for the that requires but a very short time to perform,
edge stationary and formed with a cutting edge. speci I also claim arranging or combining with the stream purpose of discharging its contents and recharging it. as and should not be neglected by those who are
fied, and the other part of said molding edge made mova· wheel, the bell, the striking apparatus and air tank. in set torth.
ble with respect to the first. as specified. and so that
as !'let forth. the enclosing or guard frame. A, and I also claim the employment of a continuous heat� with engaged in building houses for themselves, or
while cutting with the tool. the molding surfaces of both manner
a
sa l s rb
pendulum or weighted lever, B. applied thereto. the
i gh
parts may rest in contact with the material which is to be the
same
operating
together, substantially in the manner as ir�! ��� e �:::b� ���:�� J �1�h !h: s�:� f� ci1{t�Ya':�:;� others.
eut. my tool enabling me also to polish the reduced sur described.
and copper, where the air is not required to be exhausted.
face while a shaving is being removed.
HATCHES-W. H. Thompson & E. P. Morgan.
DESIGNS.
COOLING AND DRAWING FLUIDS FROM CASKS-F.Es· ofSAJ'ETY
Biddeford. Me.: We claim an elevator having arm� or STOVES-So W. Gibbs of Albany. N. Y assignor to
Mercantile Library Association.
penschade, of Williamsport. Pa.: I claim the vessel, C, guides
attached to the traveling car or platform. either North. Chase & North. of Philadelphia. Pa.
provided with an ice chamber. E, and having a pump above or
sliding
or
hinged
below
it.
together
with
the
connected with it and the vessel communicating with the movable doors, which remain stationary when the ele· STOVEs-Samuel F. Pratt, of Boston. Mass., assignor to We are indebted toS. Hastings Grant, Esq.,
vator is not in use, and are opened by the action of the W. & J. 'l'readwell. Perry. & Norton, of Albany. N. Y. for a copy of the Twenty-fifth Annual Report
:�;���e1's�b;a��i:ll: !��]i��� g� ��: ;��;�s����c?fi�nd� car
or suitable attachments to the same as it passes ap·
or downwards through the several stories of the STOVES-No S. Vedder and William L. Sanderson,of of the Mercantile Library Association. Be
FELLING TREES SAws-Geo. C. Ehrsam. of New wards
building.
Troy. N. Y., assignors to North, Chase & North, ofPhila· sides the ordinary transactions of theSociety1
York City: I claim the collar or band, A. with annular CUT·OJ'Y VALvEs-Wm. Wright, of Hartford. Conn.: delphia,
Pa.
rotating rack or rim. C, attached, and the chisel or cutter. I claim
the lifting toe with the lift rod, by COOKING STovEs-Garrettson Smith. Henry Brown & it also contaiDs a brief report of the observa
G. fitted within the socket, D. which is attached to the means ofsoacombining
supplemental toe or slide bolt. that the arc or J. A. Read, (assignors to Leibrandt McDowell & Co.) of
rack or rim, the chisel or cutter having portions of screw curve described
by the vibration of the lifting toe. shall
tions on foreign libraries, made by Mr. Grant
threads. f, on its under side. which fit between a spi
a lateral movemeBt of the bolt,thereby tripping Philadelphia. Pa.
.Ial thread. E, on the collar or band. A, the whole bemg effect
during his recent trip to Europe. The library
arranged substantially as shown for the purpose set forth. the valve, as described.
------�
..-...
��
...
-HARVESTERS-C. B. Wagner. of Philadelphia,Pa. : I
contains 47,000 volumes, and the reading room
E C
E R
Lightning and .Epidemics.
claim,
in
combination
with
the
main
supportmg
anddri·
li���t1f���ins�i�fe� Ky.� t:lai� th� d���rbe��0!�1:
wheel, D. and the mainframe, A. and its supporting
nation of pins,P P', with the levers. L L'. constructed, ving
Lightning and thunder storms have gener is supplied regularly with 160 magazines and
wheel,
Q.
the
tongue
frame,
B.
so
united
that
the
motion
arranged, and operating SUbstantially as and for the pur of one shall not injuriously affect the action of the others.
pOies set forth.
ally been held as great agents of atmospheric 120 newspapers in seven different languages.
as set forth.
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�ti£ntific �m£ritan+
[For the Scientific American.]
EIe"tro·Chemlcal Balh..

Some late criticisms on my Electro-Chemi
cal Baths, on page 299 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
'by a correspondent, displays so little know
ledge of the facts, that I wish to make a few
remarks, to correct such errors.
The fundamental principle of my Baths, is
simple, and without mystery ; but requires,
nevertheless, a full knowledge of chemical
laws, amI considerable practice to successfully
and even safely administer them, for, like tbe
scalpel, it IS, when in skillful hands, capable
of great good, but when badly managed it is
extremely dangerous. I have preferred to
make its application a public benefit, little
thinking, however, that such a course would
create enemies, where I had reason to look for
friends.
My application of electricity in baths con
sists in immersing the patient, or sometimes
simply tbe suffering member, in medicated
warm water, contained in a tub of pure cop
per, wbicb communicates with thE! magnetic
pole of a voltaic pile, and by resting tbe hand
of the patient upon a bar ofiron covered with
wet linen, to which is attached a wire, placing
it in communication with the positive pole of
the pile. The body of the patient is separated
from the copper of the tub by wood, so that
when the hand touches the iron, or positive
pole, the electric current enters the body by
the arm, and causes its whole surface to irra
diate. To produce this irradiation, it is neces
sary that the liquid of the hath should be
composed of substances, less in their conduc
tive power than tbe tissues of the body.
It is easy to conceive that -I can, by this ar
rangement, with j udicious compositions, ex
tract positive substances from the body, while
on the other hand I can introduce highly elec
tro-negative ones, such as oxygen, iodine. etc.
I do not place the wood in the tub for the
purpose of isolating the patient from the cop
per, but to prevent any portion of the body
from touching the metal, for the electricity, in
case of contact, would all pass by the one
point in contact, and thns deprive the rest of
the body of its salutary inflnence.
I make this remark because several persons
in their wisdom, having discovered that the
wood, when wet, acts in a measure as a con
ductor, have substituted glass to more effectu
ally isolate the body, not knowing that by so
doing they hinder the radiation from its lower
parts.
Some few of the critics pretend to have
made the discovery that entire immersion is
useless, and that the electricity entering by
the arm, immediately leaves the body upon
reaching the liquid of the bath, to seek the
copper. One endeavors to prove his state
ment by the following experiment. Without
interrupting the communication of the voltaic
pile with the tub, he places under the feet of
the patient a plate ot copper, suspended by a
wire covered with gutta perch a, which con
nects with a galvanometer, in communication
with the negative pole of the battery, and be
cause the galvanometer does not appear to be
much affected, he concludes that no electricity
passes. By this arrangement the man of sci
ence leaves two passages for the electricity,
the strength of the current in each depending
upon three things : 1st, the nature of the body.
2nd, the extent of its surface ; and, 3rd, the
length of the current. In considering the sur
face of the plate of copper, in comparison with
that of the tub, it requires no great intelligence
to perceive that the galvanometer should be
exceedingly sensitive to appreciate the cur
rent passing through it from the copper plate.
The nature of the bodies being the san:;.e,
suppose, a, to be the surface of the plate, and
JiI the Burfacs of the tub, then, as bodies con
dncting electricity are to each other as the
square of their dimensions, it follows that the
current passing through the galvanom eter, is
to that passing by the tub, as a is to B. Let
L represent the length of the wire attached to
the galvanom eter, and snppose I to mark the
length of the current which passes from the
tub to the battery ; then the invers e ratio of
the two currents is as I to L, which makes the

into consideration the coil of the galvanome
ter=60 feet, we then have for a numerical
l
_I X �
ratio
=_ _
3000
500 X 60
from which we see that the current passing
tbrough the galvanometer, is 1 +3000 of that
passing from the tub to the pile, thus requiring
a very delicate instrument to perceive its ac
tion.
I will not trespass further upon your col
nmns, by exposing other absurdities of these
gentlemen, for their statements are so incorrect
that the public will now easily perceive this.
I will therefore only describe an experiment,
which m.ay easily be tried, and which proves
that when electricity traverses a liquid body,
it does not polarize, but reaches every part
of it.
Fill a copper vase with a solut�on composed
of nitrate of silver, cyanide of potash, and of
carbonate of soda ; attach the vase to the ne
gative pole of a voltaic pile, then touch the
liquid with the positive pole, and it will have
the effect of instantly covering the entire in
terior surface of the vase, with a layer of silver.
V.
[We have also received a communication
frJm O. H. Welli,ngton, M. D., of the Wa
ter Cure Establishment, No. 32 East Twelfth
street, confirming the views of Professor
Vergnes, and endorsing the effective action of
electricity in expelling injurious substances
like mercury from the human system, by the
" Electro Chemical Baths."
..
Notes on
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Patented In ven tl on•. -No.

India Rubber Manufactures,

1 2.

(Concluded.) 

Four patents were secured in 1850 for improve
ments connected with india rubber manufac
tures ; two in March-one to F. D. Hayward
and J. C . Bickford, of Connecticu,t, consisting
of a combined method of spreading india rub
ber on cloth by pressure rollers, and grinding
and fixing it, at the same time. And on the
same date, John Pridham, assignor of H.
H. Day, was granted a patent for combin
ing india rubber with an oxyd of tin and sul
phur, which, when submitted to a high heat,
produced a fubric having a fine black surface.
In April following, Fowler M. Ray, of New
York, obtained a patent for making india rub
ber car springs in a peculiar manner. In De
cember, Jonathan T. Trotter, of New York, re
ceived one for producing vulcanized india rub
ber without the use of frce sulphur, by using
the hypo-sulphite of zinc as a substitute.
In January, 1851, Jonathan T. Trotter se
cured another patent for another combination
of zinc with india rubber, to obviate the use
of free sulphur. In connection with these
two patents, it must not be forgotten that sul
phate of zinc was employed in combination
with india rubber before sulphur was em
ployed.
David McOurdy, of Newark, N. J., secured
a patent in March for com.bining potash with
sulphur and india rubber. Nelson Goodyear
was granted one in May, for rendering vulcan
ized india rubber very hard, by combining it
with shellac, or with lime, or a carbonate, or
a sulphate of magnesia. The product is a
strong, hard, and inflexible india rubber com
pound, of which a great variety of articles re
sembling horn, are now made.
In 1853, Richard SOlis, of New Brunswick,
N. J., secured a patent in February for a mix
ture of vulcanized metallic india rubber, with
native india rubber in equal parts ; the fab
rics made from this were dried in the sun. In
February, H. L. Morris obtained a patent for
preserving the native caoutcbouc juice, as it
comes from the tree in a liquid state for any
length of time, in air-tight bottles, by mixing
with every pound of it one ounee ofliquid am
monia ; this patent was assigned to S. T. Arm
strong, of New York. On April 12th, Charles
Goodyear secured a patent for tbe use of pow
dered soapstone or other like granular adhe
sive substance, to cover the surface of india
rubber molded articles that were to be submit
ted to a heat of from 200 to 3000 Fah. The
object of the soapstone was to preserve the
form of the articles while being vulcanized.
In September, John Chilcott and Robt. Snell,
ratio of the two currents=��
Suppose, of Brooklyn, N. Y., were granted a patent for
BXL
a superior method of securing the india rub
now, that a=l , B=500, which is witbin ber soles of boots and
shoes. On October 1 1 ,
bounds, and that 1=10 feet, while L, taking Charles Goodyear was
granted a patent for

coating metals with india rubber or gutta per
chao The rubber or gutta percha was mixed
with about eight ounces of sulphur for each
pound, then pressed on the surface of the met
al, and afterwards subjected to a heat of 2600
tor seven hours.
On the 28th February, 1854, L . O. P. Meyer,
of Newton, C onn., was granted a patent em
bracing the vulcanizing of what is called hard
vulcanized caoutchouc or other gm;n. by im
mersing it in a hot liquor of 3000 Fah. during
the process of curing. In April tollowing he
secured another patent for covering the em
bossed surfaces of hard india rubber, with tin
foil, during the curing process, to preserve its
form. On the same day a patent was granted
Charles Goodyear for covering the surfaces of
india rubber fabrics with sheets of paper or
cloth, and placing them between plates of
metal during the curing or heating process, to
protect their surfaces. On the week prior to
the granting of the two preceding patents, one
was obtained by E. D. S. Goodyear for par
tially filling india rubber balls with water,
which water, during the process of vulcaniza
tion is converted into steam, and exerts an in
terior pressure to give the hollow elastic arti
cle its desired form. In August following Dan
iel Hayward obtained a patent for remolding
worn-out india rubber goods, by the use of a
steam j acket surrounding the molds or dies.
On Nov. 7, E. E. Marcy was granted a patent
for the use of selenium, as a substitute for sul
phur in curing india rubber. On the same day
Wm. E. Rider and John Murphy obtained a
patent for the use of hydrogen gas in the cur
ing oven, to remove superfluous sulphur from
india rubber goods. On the succeeding week
a patent was obtained by Julius A. Pease, for
making india rubber overshoes with an inner
ribbed and corrugated surface, to allow of a
circulation of air between the boot and the
overshoe.
On the 2nd January, 1855, H. T. Tuyre and
John Helm, secured a patent for a peculiar
mode of preparing india rubber shoes and on
the 30th following they obtained another pat
ent for making elastic india rubber cloth with
out cement, and without threads, to supersede
the shirred india rubber goods.

tic-admirable qualities. Coats and combs,
balls and buttons, canes and corks, pencil cases,
penknife handles, sword sheaths, rollers, tubes,
and tunics, dolls of dogs, donkeys, and dwarfs,
shoes, gloves, and cloths of wonderful diver
sities, and an indescribable number of other
manufactures. We do not suppose, for a mo
ment, that the climax of improvements in in
dia rubber manufactures has been reached ;
it will yet be applied to objects not now
thought of, and as many difficulties have at
tended the production of cast and wrought
iron instrumeuts of war, perhaps the next great
feat of gum elastic application will be an india
rubber gun.
-------�.-.�.���--A Shoeing Stool for B l a ck.mlth•.

MESSRS. EDITORs.-The following is a de
scription ofa stool for blacksmitbs for shoeing
horses, which I have invented and founu to be
very convenient and useful, and I present it
for the benefit of the craft.
I make a light portable stool of the form of
a common crutch with one leg, and put a
cushion on the seat. To this is s�cured a strap,
which passes around above the hips, and is
buckled tight in front. The seat of the stool
is about four inches thick, and is held to its
place in the leg by an iron spur. The black
smith puts it on behind and between his thighs
and buckles it in front, and the horse's foot is
placed on the seat ; it thus supports the weight
of the animal's leg, and relieves the back of
the shoer from that severe strain which makes
horse-shoeing such hard work.
B. B .
New Russia, N. Y .
[This device of our correspondent is cer
tainly very simple, useful, and worthy of ex
tensive adoption.
..... _ ---
------..
A Wonderful Discovery.

A resident of Union Grove, Illinois, writcs
the following interesting fact, in a recent letter
to the office of tbe Cooperstown, N. Y., Journal :
" One of my neighbors dug a well last fall,
on elevated ground. After going down 27
feet, he came to a brush of willows ; he dug
four feet more and then struck the top of an
other well ; which was stoned with cut stone,
laid in cement, and in which there was a
Who dug that
bountiful supply of water.
On the 24th of May, 1855, Sigismund Beer,
well 1"
of New York, was granted a patent for a very
MESSRS. EDITORS-Must this pass off with
important discovery in the india rubber art,
namely, tbe restoration of vulcanized india the Moon Hoax of by-gone days 1 or is this
rubber, so that old goods could be used over the Land of Nod, in which Cain, going out
and over again, like paper. He extracted the from the presence of the Lord, settled ; and,
sulplour by the use of potash lye and oil, and consequently these deep-buried wells are of
then submitted the mass to the action of tur antediluvian origin : if so, we fear the spirits
pentine or any like solvent. This was a dis of the giants are being revived these latter
covery long sought after, before it was made. days, and hence the land is " filled with
J. C . ROGERS.
violence."
In the foregoing brief history of india rub
Grand Rapids, Mich., June 1, 1856.
ber manufactures, our readers will no doubt
We frequently see such paragraphs as the
he somewhat surprised at the great number of
above,
but presume they are manufactured for
secured,
patents
and some of these so similar
in their nature . Some are of great import other purposes than " to point a moral or
ance, others of minor consequence apparently. adorn a tale."
Tbe manufacture of india rubber goods, we
understand has been very profitable in most
cases. The name of Charles Goodyear, ap
pears most frequent in the list of patentees.
He has recently been residing in France, and
has taken out a great number of patents in
that country and England, for the application
of vulcanized india rubber to the manufacture
of various articles. In England and France
a more liberal policy is pursued, in granting
such patents, than that which characterizes
our Patent Office ; and snch patents are also
well sustained at law, and no doubt would be
by our U. S. C ourts.
Mr. Goodyear has lately secured a patent in
England for ventilating india rubber over
shoes, by making them with corrugations per
forated with holes. His new patent is simply
an appropriation of the main feature of J. A.
Pease's patent, with the addition of making
holes through the corrugations. A beautiful
hard india rubber can be manufactured by
mixing calcined ground oyster shells with in
dia rubber and sulphur. It is adapted to the
manufacture of bobbins, rollers, &c. Lamp
black is the coloring material for the black
horn-like combs, ebony pencil cases, canes,
&c. A greater variety of articles are now made
of india rubber compounds than from any oth
er plastic compounds. It possesses a plastic
quality which enables it to be molded into any
form ; it is air and water tig ht, and very elas
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[The Pre.sure of the A tmosjJherc.

The barometer, it has been recently dis
covered, rises and falls twice every day regu
larly. It falls lowest at 45 minntes past 3
o'clock, A. M., and at 5 minutes past 4 A. M.
It rises to its greatest hight at 37 minutes
past 9 A. M., and at 11 minutes past 1 1 , P. M.
The cause of these barometrical OSCillations,
has not yet been discovered.
... . ... . ..
A Great Sull<e Ended.

A few weeks since, we noticed that 40,000
coal miners in Scotland, had struck f6r higher
wages ; which had been refused by the coal
masters. The last news from England gives
an account of the close of that strike, and
are unfavorable, as we predicted, to tbe opera
tives. General strikes for wages, always end
in evil to the workmen.
.. . � . ..

Fruit jellies may be preserved from mouldi
ness, by covering the surface one- fourth of an
inch deep with finely pulverized loaf sugar.
Thus protected, they will keep in good condi
tion for years.
Great Submarine Cable.
'l'he second submarine cable to unite New
Foundland with Nova Scotia-telegraphical_
ly-has arrived at Halifax, from London, and
We hope it will
will soon be laid down.
meet with better luck than its predecessor.

�tientifit �mtritan.
land,

'tlu �nhtntiDnS.

is

found

in

New

York.

A New Life Raft.

The verd i ness of getting out and manufacturing marble,

antique is found in many districts, and in ev-

to send abroad for it will be as absurd as

A new and peculiar life raft, passed through

ery State in almost every variety. It is rather imitating our fathers, in bringing tomb stones

our city last week, on its way to Philadelphia

remarkable, however, that although we have ready made from Wales and bricks from Hol for a Ferry Co. in that city.
so many beautiful native marbles, that most of land.
A New Field for Inventors.-The East Indies
Thrown Open.

The vast British territorial possessions in
India, which have heretofore been closed to
Americans, so far as patents were concerned,
are, by a New Patent Bill, lately promulgated
now thrown open to the world. British sub �
jects and foreigners are treated alike.

Pat

that employed for interior decoration is im-

It only wants a proper stimulus and atten

as it was stopped in front of our office, by the

ported from Italy, because of its cheapness, tion to bring out great improvements in quar

inventor-W. B. Davis, of Brooklyn, for us to

-not on account of its better quality.

The rying marble, like that which recently (through examine. It consists of two sides, composed
author of the " Marble Worker's Manual " di- suggestions and a prize offered through our of longitudinal layers of rattan cov..ored with
rects attention to this fact, and points out the columns,) led so rapidly to such a number of water-proof canvas, and so united as to form
remedy.

He states that when capital and the new invention s in machinery for sawing mar

inventive arts are more directed to the busi-

sessed a buoyancy of 700 pounds.

IMPROVED EXTENSION TABLE.

of nationality, on very moderate terms.
The New Law provides that the applicant

answer the purpose of a large life-preserver.
Its cost is but small, and it is elastic and

The Governor General then re

strong.

fers the papers to some person appointed by

Patent

Fees.

During the last week we paid into the U

presume it is for examination as to novelty.)

S. Treasury, to the credit of the Patent Office

The applicant pays the referee a reasonable

the sum of two thousand two hundred dollars.

fee, and then the Governor issues the patent

This is doubtless a larger sum than the Com

He may afterwards ex

missioner received, during the same time, from
all other sources comb ined. Paradoxical as i t

tend it for another term of fourteen years, if
he thinks proper.

..... -------�.

(The purport of

this inquiry and report is not stated, but we

for fourteen years.

It is adap

ted to be thrown from the deck of a boat, to

shall file a petition and specification, as in

him, for inquiry and report.

an eliptical boat, resembling two tubes with a
space between them netted with rope matting.

ble.

It is 18 feet long, weighs 300 lbs., and pos

ents are granted to all applicants, irrespective

this country.

Its appearance

attracted quite a crowd of curious inquirers,

Beyond the fee of the re

may seem, i t i s a fact that the United S tates

feree no charge is made, save a few small sums

Patent

for

entir� revenue from the Scientific American

copying, signa "ures,

seales, &c.

Five

copies of the specification are, however, re

Patent Agency.

quired from the applicant.

--
..
-- -- - - -.

Nothing is said about drawings.
is required.

Office receives nearly one·third its

No model

Chemical An a l

yses

ill the Patent

Office.

The individual who first intro

Dr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, has been en

duces an invention into India may apply for

gaged by the Agricultural Department of the

and obtain a patent. It is not necessary that

Patent Office, to travel through · the country

he should be the inventor.

and make chemical analyses of various kinds,

Judicial functions

are given to certain courts to try cases of in

with a view to determining the amount of

fringement.
The editor o f Newton's London Journal says :
" The law, which has just been promulga
ted, opens, for the first time, to the British
and foreign inventor, on equal terms, the vast
field oflndia , containing upwards of 1 0 0 ,000,000 of souls.

The value to patentees of this

concession of the Local Government CNi hard
ly be over-rated, if we may infer from the suo
cess of the East Indian railways and telegraphs,
that a desire exists in the native population
to avail themselves of the improvements of
the West.

Where nature is so prolific, and

the people are so industrious and skillful, we
see no reason why inventions, adapted to the
country, should not find a more rapid and ex
tended success than in any country in Europe.
It will be seen that the spirit of the English
law is preserved, but the government tax is
materially less; and there are some admira
ble provisions in relation to actions for the
infringement of patents.

Singularly enough,

Improved Extension TaMe.

The ordinary extension table consists of a

pieces, A, at each end, instead of being per 
manent, are made to slide up and down be

nest of frames made to slide one inside the tween guides.
other when compacted, but capable of being

B

is a spring, which acts

against the cross pieces, A, and lifts them.

extended so as to receive additional leaves In order to compact the table the leaves are
when a larger table is wanted.

The extra placed one upon the other, in a pile, and then

leaves are separate articles of fnrniture, and pressed down, nest frames and all, until the
when not in use are generally stowed away upper leaf comes even with the surface of the
out of sight.

When the table is to be short fixed edge pieces, C ;

the pins on the upper

ened, the leaves must be taken off and con  leaf then enter the holes in edge pieces, and a
veyed to their closet ;

to elongate the table flush surface is formed.

When desirable, the

nutriment

ning to and fro with the table leaves is a great
inconvenience.

mon tables in use.

The improvement herewith illustrated is so

D is an adjustable leg.

This improvement is applic able to the com
The expense of original

construction is no greater than that of ordi

made that the extra leaves are all packed nary extension tables, notwithstanding its su 

nation of the amount of phosphoric. acid in
the soils on the sea-board, supposed to be
exhausted, as compared with the virgin soils
of the West, and other matters connected with
soils.

He will analyze the cotton plant-sea

island and upland, also the soils in which they
are grown; also various grasses and the soils
best adapted to their cultivation.
�
....--.
..
-

venient.

Mr. E. A. Curley, South Egremont, Mass. ,
The frame of the table is made in is the inventor, who will give further informa

nests in the ordinary manner, but the cross tion.

a provision defining what shall not be admis

Patented January 1 5th, 1856.

The date over the List of Claims, in onr last
number, should have been June 18th, instead of
the 1 1 th.

The error occurred from neglecting

to change the date over the list of the prece
ding week.

.
----- ..
...
.. .�..
..--Straw Paper.

We have received some samples of paper
made of straw, at Rock City Mills, Saratoga
Co., N. Y., by C. Kilmer, which we really
think is the best quality of straw paper we

IMPROVEMENT IN SPRING BEDS.

sible in evidence, as an answer to any action

-

Notice.-Erratum.

within the table itself, and this is done by an perior advantages.
arrangement of parts at once simple and con 

different kinds of grain-the

other materials used by tanners-the determi

they must be again brought back. In families, leaves may be placed in double piles as shown
hotels, on steamboats, etc., this repeated run in our engraving.

in

amount of tannin contained in the barks add

ever saw.

for infringement, is almost the echo of a sug

It is very free from hard, yellow

specks, so common in straw paper, has not

gestion contained in the last Report of the

that harsh, hard feel, so common to such pa

UnitedStates Commissioner of Patents."

per; and it is well-bleached-being a good
white.

For the information of our readers and their
friends, we would state that we are already

.. . ,. . ..

prepared to take out East Indian Patents with

SI1Ola.

Our arrangements for securing

';['hi8 is a singular substance manufactured

foreign patents in every country where pat

in India from the cellular pith stems of a plant.

promptness.

It resembles Chinese rice-paper in appearance,

ent laws exist, are thorough and complete.

and is manufactured by the natives into life

.. . . . ..

buoys, boxes, bottle-cases, hats, and many

Amerlean Marble.

other articles. Owing to its extreme lightness

Our country is rich in the finest marble for
scnlpture and

architecture.

It abounds

it is admirabiy adapted for hats worn in hot

in

climates.

almost every State, and when timber becomes
scarcer, it will be more extensively used.

In

..
.�-- .
..
--
---�

Egypt ia n Alabaster.

the rural districts, in romantic spots, where

T he Egyptian Government having, of late

now only frame cottages " on the wood crowned

Improved Spring Mattr......

tachment to the disks and frame.

The sock

years, opened up some rich quarries of Orien

disks and l frame are shelving or

tal alabaster, great quantities are now being

hair and other materials, in the formation of grooved in form. The springs spread into the
tions, and capable of with standing the storms mattrasses. Improvement after improvement grooves and are thus held with such a force
of ages. " The Marble Worker's Manual," has been made, until now we may obtain beds that although no other fastening is employed,
the new book noticed by us last week-con and couches, of luxurious sof\Jness, the prin they cannot get out of place.

sent to ftaly for the purpose of making vases.

hights are seen," there will yet arise elegant

Metallic springs are fast taking the place of ets of the

marble structures, graceful in their propor

tains much useful information regarding the

cipal components of which are metal.

The advantages of metal over other sub

qualities and peculiarities ofdifferent marbles.
Our engraving shows the invention of Mr. stances in neatness, durability, and the avoid
Such knowledge should not be overlooked by Wendell Wright, of New York City. Spiral anc e of vermin, are well known. This im
workmen, architects, and builders, because springs are used, each arranged separately, provement, by its simplicity, greatly reduces
there is just as much difference in the quality their tops mounted with flat wooden disks, the cost of manufacture. We have had one

The color of this alabaster is very beautiful,
and it is very translucent.

" , _. "

Soda Water.

This is a name generally applied to a com
mon effervescing beverage, but it is incorrect.
The effervescent quality is not due to soda,
and that substance is- not present at all in the

their bases resting in sockets in a wooden of these spring beds in use for some time past, water publicly sold by that name. The effer
vescence is produced by carbonic acid gas,
and durability, as there is in different kinds of cross frame.
and therefore speak from personal experience
wood. At West Rutland, Vt., marble is ob
The common method is to bind the springs when we say that it is the best we have and is forced into the water by an apparatus.
tained which has no superior for sculpture in together, but in this improvement they are ever used, and we have tried many other kinds. The gas is produced by ponring sulphuric acid
the world, and some of it has been exported separated and act independently. This per Nothing can be more soft or comfortable. upon marble dnst, or upon the super-carbonate
to Rome, ordered by Italian sculptors. It has mits their convenient removal for cleansing Messrs. Lippincott & Co., No . 1 180 Broad of soda.

of marble, as it relates to beauty, strength,

a fine .grain and works beautifully under the and purifying purposes.

chisel.

At great J3arrington, Mass., there is

a flexible marble, which bends like a bow
when wet. Black marble, equal to that of Ire-

A thin bed of hair or

way, N. Y" are the makers of these improved

other substance is laid upon the tops of the beds, and of them further information may be
obtained.

disks.
The springs are self-fastening in their at-

Pat nted Dec. 1 0 , 1854.
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Some barrels of Flour from this year's crop
of Georgia Wheat, was sold last week in New
York market, for $10·50 per barrel.

jtitnfifit �mtritan+
Bent in a contrary direction. This is a well insertion or alteration of pins, as in the com
known system, and was long since practically mon vise.
realized-probably before Hughes' invention
Cooking with Alcohol.-By W. J. Demorest
was thonght of. We repeat, two messages 375 Broadway, N. Y.-A few days since the
cannot be sent over the same wire, in different inventor called at our office, bringing under
directions, at the same instant if time.
NEW-YORK, JULY 5, 1856.
his arm a small apparatus like that shown
[4.] Does this mean that the combined in our engraving. Within, on the wires,
The Weal h e r and It. Sign • •
labors of both operators results in the sending were a couple pans of gennine dough. Hav
of 2,000 to 2,500 letters per hour ? Or does ing placed the thing on the floor, he lighted
There is no subject of more importance, and
it mean that each individual sends that num the alcohol, and closed the doors. In a v ery
yet there is none with which men of science,
ber of letters 1-making an aggregate for the short time the apparatus became hot, and in
and others, are so superfiCially acquainted, as
.
two operators of 4,000 to 5,000 letters ? We twenty minutes from the commencement we
that indicated in the above caption.
suppose the latter. This combined speed is took out a loaf of thoronghly baked bread
The heat of summer and the cold of win
less than that practiced by single operators and a dish of excellent biscuits. 1 he fuel
ter, the rain and the snow, the thunder and
on the Morse lines, for they send 6,000 letters used was alcohol, and the value consumed
the lightning, the hurrieane and the gentle
per hour.
breeze, how many mingled associations of
two cents.
In several previous statements, it has
pleasnre and grief are connected with these.
been alleged that each operator, with the
Our enj oyments, yea, our very existence, it
Hughes' instrument, could send from 20,000 to
may be said, are dependent on those opera
25,000 letters per hour. Has the late practical
tions of nature, which we call the weather .
trial caused a reduction of speed from thou
Sometimes, as in 1854, the clouds will re
sands down to hundreds ?
fuse their refreshing showers for a long pe
[5.] Here it is stated that the instrument is
riod, and over extensive tracts of country
extremely simple and cheap, costing only
the grass withers, and the corn and what
. .. . ...
The lIugh •• Printing Tele�T" l h.
$1 00, but that since the trial, Mr. Phelps ha.s
field ; become parched and barren : the lowing
" [1.] This wonderful invention, which is des ascertained that they can still be considerably
kine perish for want. of the water-brooks,
and then famine comes and desolates !JULny tined to effect a complete revolution in the Tele simplified. What will be the cost of the in
once-happy homes. Sometimes, again, the graph business, is now being subjected to the se struments that will be considerably simpler
clouds will pour down their torrents for long verest test at Boston, npon a wire upwards than those extremely simple machines, which
periods, and the floods will come and sweep of five hundred miles long, and is found to cost only $100 1
So far as we can judge, from the interested
resistless over broad lands, carrying the crops realize the most sanguine expectations of the
of the farmer from his fields, and his flocks inventor and the owners of the Patent. [2. ] reports that have been issued, Hughes' Tele
from the vales. Again, the hurricane will There is feund to he no practical difficulty graph has proved defective, in one way or
Notwithstanding
sometimes come on swift wing, bearing de whatever in working the instruments in per another, at every trial .
struction in its pathway ; and, if accompanied fect nnison in a circuit of five hundred miles, these facts, it is still proclaimed as a " won
with red bolts of lightning, may consume well and there is no reason to doubt but that they derful invention ;" " destined to effect Ii com
filled barns and storehouses, and level many will work with ("omplete success t.hrough a plete revolution," in Telegmph Illatters. 'Ye
beautiful dwellings to ashes. Were those circuit of one or two thousand miles. [ 3.] hope no one will be led to sacrifice their in
weather changes governed by immutable laws, Nor is there found to be the least difficult v in terests or lessen their eonfidence in Morse ' s,
and were we well aequainted with these, we transmi tting messages from oppo site ends of House's, and other Telegraphs, in consequence
might adopt special means to meet ·special the wire at the same instant of time- [4.] the of the puffs that are so often appearing in our
ends, and provide against the coming drouth, two operators being thns enabled to exchange dai l y prints of this machine.
------�
.�.�..
..-�-
the floods, and the hurricane. Hitherto the about twenty to twenty-five hundred lett ers
R..ecent A merican PatentR.
weather has been considered fickle as the Im per hour.
Improof{[ Can'iage Clip.-By William Cox,
man temper, and if it is governed by fixed
[5.] The mechanism of the Hughes ma
of
Doylestown, Pa.-The irons on the shafts
hws, the whole world lieth nearly in gross chines is extremely Bimplc, and can be manu
darkness respecting them. The sky may be factured for about $100 each. lIfr. Phelps, of insteltd of beinl� made of single pieces, with an
cloudless to-day, and to-morrow, yea, in a Troy, the ingenious gentleman who has charge eye for the admission of the clip holt, are made
few hours, the lightning and the tempest may of the invention, has, however, since seeing in two parts, hooked shaped, and when put to
come, and no man living, so far as we know, the machines working in a long circuit, pro gether they clasp the holt, thus making a COD
nection. One of the 'parts is elastic. They
can predict the event with certainty.
jected several important improvem ents, by
The astronomer has watched the motions of which, without detracting anything from the are fastened together by means of a screw, by
the distant planets, has weighed them in a ba efficiency of the instruments, they can be con loosen'ng which the shafts may be detached
lance, and can tell the exact period when the siderably simplified and cheapened. Any from the carriage. 'r his improvement pre
m oon, after ", long interval, will hide the sun's child who can read will be able at one hour'S vents rattling, avoids wear, &c.
Improvemffit in HanJesters.-By Owen Dor
rays from the earth by day ; and also when practice to transmit messages with perfect
the eccentric comet, after long j ourneys in accuracy, and at a fair rate of speed. We sey, of Triadelphia, Md.-Consists in a
unseen regions of space, will revisit our sys understand that the American Telegraph peculiar method of operating the cutters, so
tem again,-but he cannot positively tell the Company, who own the Hughes Patent, have that they receive twice as many vibrations at
particular atmospheric changes that will oc decided to have the style of the instruments every turn of the driving wheels, as the cut
cur to-morrow in the city where he dwells ; improved in accordance with the suggestions ters of the common machines. This inven
and yet a correct knowledge of coming at of their machinist, which will cause a delay ticn, together with other improvements, em
mospheric changes would be most useful to all of a very few days in introducing the inven bracing a novel and ingenious method of op
erating a series of rakes, so as to sweep off
men.
tion to the public."
'l.' he construction is such as to insure a great
C an such information ever be obtained ?
We copy the above from the New York the cut grain from the machine to the ground,
Not unless snch phenomena are governed by Times. The same statement, word for word, and leave it in regular piles, convenient for economy of the hea�. The alcohol is contained
fixed laws. Well, when we consider that the appeared the same day in the New YO/·k the binder, previonsly patented, were fully il in the hollow ring reservoir, A, being intro
planets roll, and the tides flow, by immutable Tribune. We have had occasion, heretofore, lustrated and described a short time since in duced through an aperture at B, which is cov
decraes, can any person doubt that the weather to comment npon errors put in circnlation iit our paper-No. 39, present volume. The in ered with wire gauze to prevent accident. C
is a pipe which conducts the fluid to the burner,
is governed by fixed laws ? That such laws regard to " this wonderful invention." We vention is, apparentiy, one of value
(fig. 2.) The burner is made simply of two
D,
do exist, no one in his senses can donbt, and that have now to make a few mora inquiries.
Implement for Cutting Down Trees .-By G.
they will yet be discovered, we have as little
[ 1 .] What is the nature of this " severest C. Ehrsam, .of New York City.-Consists in tubes placed one within the other, and sealed
doubt, and it is a shame that so little has been test 1" Where is the wire, 500 miles long, giving a rotating motion around the body or at the bottom, the space between the'Jl be
done to discover them. We are glad, how located � Is it nnder cover in a dry apart trunk of the tree, to a cutting blade ; also, ing filled with fine pebbles which serve to
ever, that something has · been done, and there ment ? Or is it stretched on poles, like other in giving to the blade a feed motion into the conduct and spread the alcohol. E is a
is a promise of something more. Variona sta Telegraph lines �
tree, by means of an annular rack or toothed hollow perforated cone placed above the hur
tions have lately been established in our own
[2.] The snccessful working of a Telegraph rim, and a spiral thread. The rack or toothed ner, so as to deflect the flame, as shown. Cold
country for taking meteorological observa instrument on a circnit of 500 miles, is no rim is attached to a collar, which is fitted
tions, and all the leading nations of Europe proof that it will operate well on a circuit of around the trunk of the tree, the screw thread
have also entered upon the same course of in one or two thousand miles. Experience being cut on the npper edge of the collar, and
vestigations. Such observations extending proves that beyond a maximum of 800 miles, fitting in or between corresponding threads on
over various parts of the globe, and for a difficulties are always encountered which the under side of the chisel or cutter. Power
number of years continuously, will no doubt angment with an increased length of the cir being applied the cutter revolves around the
lead to astonishing results. Already, by pri cuit. What is it that exempts Hughes' in tree, and cuts inward, until the trunk is sev
vate enterprise and keen observation, Prof. vention from the difficulties common to other ered. This is a novel invention.
Espy and Mr. W. C. Redfield, of this city, have electrical telegraphs 1
Improved Vise.-Horace B. Chaffee, of New
made valuable discov eries relating to gales
[3.] It is an ntter impossibility to send two York City.-Consists in having a supplemen
and hurricanes, and the latter has laid down messages, in contrary directions, over the same tary j aw pivoted to the stationary j aw of the
some practical ruills for navigators, regarding wire, at the same instant of time. As well
vise, the lower end of the supplementary j aw
the rotary progressive course of tornadoes, might it be expected to send two streams of being connected by a rod with a weighted
which have proven to be of great benefit, water, in adverse directions, through the same
pawl. The arrangement is such that the pawl air passes up through the burner into the cone
by teaching seamen how to withdraw from pipe, both at the same time. What is the ob is made to catch into a rack which is attached and escapes, through the perforations, into the
their power. The spots observed on the sun's ject of such incorrect statements ? A similar to the lower end of the movable j aw. When flame, thus increasing the supply of oxygen,
disk, take place at regular intervals, and these, publication was made, not long ago, but we
the jaws come in contact with the article ca�sing most perfect combustion, and aug
Sir Wm. Herschel asserts, all:"ect the weather, took it for granted that the meaning intended which is to be clamped between them, lIhe pawl menting the intensity of' the heat. F G aTe
on our globe, to such a degree, as to regulate to be conveyed was that, during the interval serves as a self-acting stop to the rack and reflectors, which throw the heat upwards into
the very price of wheat. Lieut. Maury has elapsing between the striking of letters or enables the �ovable j aw to be secured fiIDlly the oven and increase the temperature in that
done mnch to reduce the weather changes on signals sent in one direction, signals could be up against the article, without requiring the direction, while they keep the alcohol holder,

� titntifit �mtritan.

the ocean to a science. It is believed by Hum
boldt and other eminent philosophers, that the
sun is the source of magnetism as well as
heat, and that the vibrations of the maguet
are to our globe, as the beating of the pulse
to the human system.
In an article in the last number of the
North British Review, believed to be written
by Sir David Brewster, he says, " Had Hip
parchus and Ptolemy made hourly observa
tions, and had they also been made by their
cotemporaries and successors in different parts
of the world, we might now be predicting the
weather with as mnch certainty as we do the
planetary motions." The great number of
meteorological observations now being made
in various parts of the world, inspire us with
hope that such a result will yet be accomplished.
We hail every effort that is made to reduce
" the weather and its changes " to a positive
science, because, as we have already stated,
such knowledge will be most useful and im
portant to all men.

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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A, perfectly cool. There is a space left be
tween the ring, A, and burner, D, through
which cool air always circulates ; ring A,
therefore, never becomes warmed.
H is a deflector which spreads the heat as it
ascends into the baker, I. All the parts above
the flame and cone, E, are made of tin, and
can be removed or changed for other cooking
utensils, when desired. Beefsteak and meat
of all kinds may be quickly broiled, and in the
very best manner. The article to be broiled is
brought in direct contact with the flame, and
the results are said to be far superior to those
obtained with other fuel. Various operations,
such as baking, boiling, heating flat-irons, &c.,
may be done at once.
This is a very excellent practical invention.
It reduces the art of cooking to a very simple
business, divests it of all nuisances, saves much
time, greatly lessens labor, creates no smoke
soot, dirt, or ashes, requires no previous pre
paration of fuel. It may be used anywhere,
in any apartment, out doors or in. It needs
no stove pipe or chimney, and is always ready
for use.
The peculiar mode of economising the heat
aud perfecting the combustion, renders the use
of alcohol, even at its present high prices, a
comparetively cheap fuel. This apparatus
sells for $7 ' 50 and upwards, according to size.
When desirable, the ordinary illuminating gas
used in cities, may be used instead of alcohol,
with the same advantages . Apply as above
for further information. Patent applied for.

1856. For further information apply to the other alkali. After this the ore is removed
inventor at No. 7 Beekman st., New York City. from the alkaline bath and subjected to a white
ImprQVement in Oil Lamps .-By Nicholas heat in a muffle retort, or other suitably con
Linden, of Jersey City, N. J.-Relates to what structed furnace. While under this heat the
are known as fountain lamps, or those that are alkali will become fused, and, forming a flux,
provided with a reservoir for holding the oil ; will facilitate the fusion of the metallic mat 
the reservoir being connected with the wick ter contained in the ore, and the separation
by a tube. The common lamps are very in of the precious metals from their combinations.
convenient to fill, cause a waste of oil by drip Another part which this flux plays is to cause
d or silver to as'l;lo
l
ping, create d irt, &c.
Tho present invention the sma l particles of gol
merate
in
large
beads
on
the surface of the
consists in a peculiar construction of parts,
whereby the oil is conveniently introduced broken pieccs of ore, and thus to prevent loss
without removing the reservoir cup, and a re of the precious metals by sublimation. The
gular supply of oil to the wick is at the same ore having been subjected to a white heat suffi
ciently long to reduce the gold to a pure metal
time insured.
lic state, is discha,rged into cold water, where
Improved Washing Machine.-By V.R. Stew
by it is rendered very fragile, and capable of
art, of Weedsport, N. Y.-Consists in the em
being readily reduced to powder. The pre 
ployment of a corrugated cylinder combined
cious metals may then be separated by any of
with a curved reciprocating corrugated board.
the ordinary washing or amalgamating pro
The clothes are introduced between the cylin
cesses.
der and board and rubbed most thoroughly.
Cooler

/01' Beer Casks and other vessels.

Railroad Car

Wheels.-John and William

down from the top of this frame, to which was
attached a common buck-saw. A saw horse,
placed beneath this arrangement, was loaded
with wood, and the " ladies " moved the saw
forwards and backwards, thus cutting the
wood up into the dimensions. As the teeth
of the saw penetrated the wood, the instru
ment was made to descend by the weight of a
box of stones ingeniously arranged on top of
the movable triangle, working in grooves

made

at the summit of the original frame.
By the time I had noted this mechanical
novelty the conductor's horn warned us all
aboard, and we commenced descending into
the valley. Our train of cars wound like a
snake around the bases of high mountain� ;
whenever it came to a mountain standing on
the track, the locomotive dashed right through
its bowels, and came out on the other side,
described a short curve, and then bolted across
a long viaduct over a very high valley, into
the vitals of another snowy mountain, thus

-By Charles R. Soule, of Fairfield, Vt.
Consists in a peculiar arrangement of a roller.
Silvering Metallic .Ilrticles .-The following
Improved Water Filter and Cooler.-By C . and other parts, for bending the wire into pro very simple method of producing the result
Warner, o f New York City.-The outline of per shape. The work is done with great ex indicated by the foregoing caption has been
our engraving will give an idea of the exter  pedition and perfection.
patented by Louis B. Advielle, of Paris :,---..
_ - -.
.
--nal form of this improvemcnt. The shell is
Dissolve 3 1-4 ounces of silver in 6 1-2
Hccent Foreign Inventions.
made doublc. The water to be filtered is
ounces of nitric acid, and thus produce the ni
Hardening Fatty and Oily Bodies.-R. A. trate ef silver. In ten quarts of soft water
placed in the chamber, A, whence it passes
down tube, c, and then rises in direction of the Tilghmann, of London, has secured a patent dissolve 2 Ibs . of the cyanuret of potassium,
arrow through diaphram E, charcoal dust, F, for hardening oil and fatty bodies, by subject and pour the nitrate of silver solution into it,
and sand, II, to the inner chamber, B . In its ing them to the action of a small portion of and thus obtain the cyanuret of silver, which
rise through the charcoal and sand, the water sulphur or phosphorus at a high temperature. is white and soluble. To this is added 6 1-2
is thoroughly purified. From B the pure li This appears to be a useful invention in the ounces of fine whiting, which, when well stir
quid is drawn off through fa.ucet K. G are manufacture of candles.
red, forms what is called by the inventor
flanches to prevent the charcoal from rising,
Vegetable Charcoal Prepared for Sugar Re " Argentine water."
It is kept for use in
in consequence of the smoothness of the sides fineries.-J. Stenhouse,ofLondon, has obtained bottles or stone-ware baths or dishes hav
of the vessel. The superincumbeut sand, II, a patent for rendering good wood charcoal ing covers, and is diluted with twice its bulk
aided by flanches, G, keeps the charcoal al suitable for dccolorizing in sugar refineries. of water. The articles to be treated are im
ways down in proper place. J is a plug, by The charcoal is steeped for a short time in a mersed in this liquor for a few minutes, then
opening which the water in chamber B may solution of the oxyd of iron, clay, and super taken out, rubbed with dry whiting, washed,
be dmwn oll', amI lly its downward or reverse phosphate of lime. It is then dried and heated and rubbed with a dry cloth, and are stated to
movement made to cleanse the sand and char to a red heat in close vessels such as retorts, have a brilliant silvery appearance. The Ar
coal of their impurities. During this cleansing until the water and acid are expelled.
gentine water mnst always be stirred up in
operation the plug, K, should be shoved firm
Extracting Coloring Matter from Lichens. the bath before the article to be silverized is
ly into the mouth of c, so as to prevent the The most beautiful light shades of purple dyed immersed in it. Another method of applying
passage of water from A.
on silk, are produced from archil on the ex it, is to keep it in stoppered bottles, which
tract of lichens. Archil used to be manufac must be well shaken up before being applied
tured by steeping the lichens in urine, or a to the metal article, which is accomplished by
liquor of ammonia. A few years since M. simply rubbing it on with a piece of cotton or
Robiquet, of Paris, France, improved the pro linen. When the metal article has received a
cess of manufacturing it, by first extracting good coating of the Argentine water, it is
the resin of the lichens with alcohol, then rubbed with dry whiting, then washed in soft
bringing the extract thus obtained in contact water, and dried with a soft cotton cloth. The
J{
with ammonia. J. Murdoch, of London, has Argentine water is applied successively by
received a patent for improving the art dipping the articles in it, or rubbing it on the
not to obtain a superior extract, but to simpli articles until all parts of them are silverized ;
B
A
fy and quicken the process. He boils the but one dip will be sufficient in most instances,
litchins in an ammoniacal liquor in a close when the operations are carefully conducted.
------ � -.
.
------vessel, and condenses the ammonia as it is
(Our Foreign Correspondence.)
carried over. Thus the whole cQloring mat
Crossing Ihe Alps by Railrond.-Americnn Lo.
ter is extracted rapidly, and none of the am
comotives jn Austria, &c.
monia lost by boiling. It is rather surprising
VIENNA, Austria, May, 1856.
that this method was not sooner brought into
MESSRS. EDITORs-Once more among rail 
use.
roads and far away from the " unprogress 

continuing onwards for more than twenty-five
miles, passing through twenty-three mountains
or parts of mountains, and over thirteen val
leys, until we reached the plains. I then began
to smooth down the hair that had risen up,
on my head, upon commencing this almost
fearful portion of the trip.
The Semmering railway is, unquestionably,
one of the most extraordinary works of the
kind in Europe. It was built by the Austrian
government over a branch of the Alps, which,
from their steepness, long presented serious
ebshcles to the construction.
The road, as we descende d, often ran, for a
mile or two, parallel with the track we had
just left on the other side of the valley, but
always on a descending grade, varying from
between one in forty to one in one hundred, as
indicated upon painted boards stuck up along
side of the road, whenever the grade varied.
I was fortunate enough to get acquaiuted, in
the cars, with a nephew of one of the contrac
tors, who gave me considerable information
about the length and hight of the various tun
nels. The main tunnel, which is also the high
est, is fifteen hundred and sixty-one American
yards in length, (4683 feet) at an elevation
of twenty-nine hundred and eighty-three Yan
kee feet above the sea-the decline, from the
highest tunnel to the level ground, being over
twenty-five hundred feet in a distance of bare
ly seventeen miles. It is a single track, oc
casionally sweeping around the mountains in
such rapid curves that I momentarily ex
pected the train would pitch over into the
yawning chasms beneath.
Arriving in this city, after passing over such
a railroad, so substantially constructed in the
bargain, has impressed me greatly with the
progress of these Austrians, not at all depreci
ated by the fact that they use upon this same
railroad many locomotives of American man 
ufacture.
As we came along I saw many cotton mille,
and bales of our southern staple being unload
ed at the doors of the factories, which were,
apparently, working under all the advantages
that steam and labor-saving improvements
could supply.
Since we have been here I have been into
some of the workshops, and have there seen, in
operation, various contrivances that denote the
Austrians to be an enterprising go a-head sort
of people, very different from those I have left
behind me in Italy.
J. P. B .

This invcntion is adapted to the filtering of
water on a large as well as a small scale. It
may be made in the form of a cistern, and sunk
in the ground. In such cases the water from
the eaves spouts is conducted to chamber A,
and is raised by a pump from chamber B. The
filter is cleansed by the application of a pump
to the upper end of the tube, D. The water
in B will thus be drawn down through the
filtering materials, bringing away the impuri
ties and discharging them through D.
This invention appears to be admirable
for tht' purpose intended, and will, no doubt,
come into extensive use. Patented June 3d,

The island of Fierro is one of the largest ill
Canarie Group, and it has received its name
on account of its iron bound Boil, through
which no river or stream flows. It has also
but very few wells, and these not very good .
But the great Preserver and Sustainer of all,
remedies this inconvenience in a way so ex
traordinary that man will be forced to ac
knowle d ge that He giv es in this an undeniable
demonstration of His wonderful goodness. In
the midst of the island there grows a tree, the
leaves of which are long and narrow, and
continue in constant verdure, winter and
summer, aI'ld the branches are covered with a
cloud which is never dispelled, but resolving
itself into a moisture, causes to fall from its
leaves a very clear water, and in such
abundance that cisterns placed at its foot to
receive it, are never empty.

By F. Espenschade, of Williamsport, Penn.
Consists in a cooler peculiarlJ constructed.
provided with a pump, and connected with
the barrel, so that liquids may be drawn from
the barrel in a , cool state without admitting
air into the barrel. The' liquid passes from
the barrel into a chambcr surrounded by ice,
and is thence drawn out.
Machine jor making Eta"tic JIay Rake Teeth

Mexican Grass Mattrasses.-'V. Staufen, of
London, has taken out a patent for the use of
Mexican grass as a substitute for hair in mat
tresses. The bark or skin of this grass is
first removed by passing it between rollers,
and skutching it, and it then forms a good
mattrass material. In England such patents
are as easily obtained as any other ; that is,
substituting one material for another-apply
ing it to a purpose for which it had not been
previously used-and these patents are fully
sustained by law. Our Patent Office general 
ly pursues a contrary course, not in accord
ance, at all times, with the spirit of the patent
code.

Reducing Gold and Silver Ores.-J. Forrest,
of London, has received a patent for the fol 
lowing method of treating ores containing the
precious metals. The quartz is first broken
into small pieces, then immersed for about two
hours in a hot solution of caustic soda, or any

Olive, of Woolfield, Eng., have secured a pat
ent for manufacturing railroad car wheels
formed of two wrought-iron disks connected
together at their circumference by a hoop, and
at the center by a tube which forms the nave.
The hoop and the tube are united to the disks
by welding. The tyre is secured to the wheel
thus formed by screws tapped into the latter.
By this method a strong wheel must be the re
sult, and cheaper, we think, than the wrought
iron spoke wheels.

ives " I have at length reached this city after
an exciting ride over a railway known here
by the name of " Semmering," because it
crosses a range of the Alps thus called. With
a powerful locomotive we rushed up an in
clined plane and shot through a tunnel, from
whence we emerged upon the edge of a cliff,
where we could see snow a thousaud feet be
low us, and a couple of thousand feet below
that, green valleys stretched away in the dis
tance. After reaching this altitude, of course
our " iron horse" required some refreshment,
and I was amused at the manner a couple of
women were sawing up his " dessert" of pine
wood-for hard coal (and a hard, stony coal
it is, too,) is used upon the railroads of Aus
tria, aided in its combustion by pine wood
frequently thrown in the furnace to keep the
flames alive. The contrivance operated by
these women consisted of an upright triangu
lar frame, and another wooden triangle hung
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�ti£ntifit �m£ritan+
R. H. J. of N. J.-If you boil hickory wood in a very
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. B., of Mo.-It would not be possible to take up the strong decoction of logwood for about an hour ; then, in a
weak
liquor of the SUlphate of iron for fifteen minutes,
dirt in our streets by machinery, unless the brush opera·
ted in a direction contrary to the motion of the wheels of you will color it a deep black. You must place the wood
in the logwood with its butt end downward, and by a
the dirt·receiver.
C. R. M. W. of New York.-We will give attention to weight or other device hold it in a perpendicular posi
tion
during the time it is being boiled. Almost every kind
well written communications on the subject mentioned in
of wood can be colored black in this manner.
your letter.
II. T . C. of -.-We have never seen or heard of a
map or globe made in the manner you propose. The idea Moneyreceived at the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Office on
of Patent Office business for the week ending
appears to be a good one, and we should think a patent account
iilaturday, June 23, 1856 ,might be obtained for it. We hope you will send us
G. W. G. of L. I., $3O ; J. C . T. of IlI., $25 ; J. It. of
many new subscribers as you can on the new volume.
Pa., $50 ; W. G. H. of Pa.. $60 ; T. R. B . of N. Y .. $55 ;
H. S. ofOhio.-Clay has been recommended for mixing W.
M. F . of O., $3O ; W. & W. B. T. of Mass .. $30; A. R.
with water to extinguish the flames; and it is a better
N. Y., $55 ; A. C. of N. Y., $3� ; J. M. rof N. J . , $25 ;
substance than any you have mentioned. It would 1;;.e of
$2.5 ; R. & N. of Va. . $25 , G. P. of La ..
very difficult to earry out such a feature in extinguishirg W. &; J.E .Cof. ofDel.,
Conn.. $15 ; G. H . G. Sen. of MiHS .. $30 ; H
fires, as the engines would be liable to have their valve $30
L. & Co. of Pa .. $10 ; E. S. of Conn., $100 ; W. H. McN.
ports clogged.
L. I., $30 ; J. R. A. of N. Y., $30 ; J. G. H. of N. J ..
T. S. of Ohio.-The only safe way to remove the suI. of
; J. N. R. of N. Y .. $55 ; T. J. C. of N. Y .. $100 ; J.
phur smell from new blankets, is to expose them to a L$250
. of Conn.. $40 ; J. B. L. of S. C., $50 ; P. & W. of Ill.,
current of warm, dry air.
; L. A. D. of O .. $25 ; C . S . P. of -, $o5 ; R. & G.
H. W. G. of Min.-The covering of telegraph wires $25Me.,
$2.5 ; G. & G. of L. 1., $15 ; N. S . S. of N.Y .. $30 t
with gutta percha is not n&w. Many of the wires have of
W.P. M. of Wis .. $30 ; J. & R. S. of N.Y .. $15 ; J.P. J. &
been so covered.
of Mass., $400 ; C. H. of Ill., $12 ; J. L. of Ill., $30 ;
J. C. R. of l\1 ich.-We do not know where you can find Co.
F. O. M. of O .. $3D; M. E . of Mich .. $30 ; S. B. T. of Ct ..
the work to which you allude. on "Western Antiqll.ities:� $30
;
E. G. of Germany, $60 , T . & A. P . of L. 1 . , $60 ; B.
, G . .. of Iowa-We are informed that Richards, Ells & D . of
.. $25 ; J. R. of N. Y.. $25 ; T. T . P. of Wis ..
worth & Co., of Chicago, Ill., can furnish you a machil1e $110 , A.Mich
M. G. of N. Y .. $55 ; G. L. of N. Y .. $30.
for drawing fret lead.
G. T. of Iowa-John Thompson, of Pittsburg. Pa has a Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with
thefollowing initials have been forwarded to the Patent
vise which will draw three sizes of fret lead.
W. H. B., of Pa.-We do not know of any work that Office during the week ending Saturday, June 28 :treats especially upon the subject of water pressure en A. B.. of Mas.,. , J. R., of Pa. (2 cases) ; G. P., of La . .
gines ; neither are we aware of any such engines being W. D .. Jr., of Pa. ; R. & N., ofY-a. ; J. C., of Ct. ; J. M.:
of N. J. ; W. & E ., of Del. ; P. & W., of Ill. , L. A. D., of
in operation in this country.
C . & A. ofN. J.-We do not remember the name of our 0 . ; R. &: G., of Me. , J. H., of Ind. ; C. H., of Ill. ; H.M.,
of C . W. ; E . & A. S., of N. Y. ; S . R. H." of N. Y. ; T . &
Georgia correspondent.�
H. R. D. of -.-We cannot ascertain from the Patent A. P .. of L. I. , B. & D .. of Mich. ; J. R., of N. Y. ; A. D.
Office whether your caveat is on file or not the case not of France ; C . B. A. C . ... of France ; T, G., of France ; A.
having passed through our hands we could not be recog M. G.. �of N. Y . ; G. L .. of N. Y . , T.T. P., of Wis. (2
nized by the Off�ce as the proper parties to ask for such cases.) I
.. ... . ..
information. The Commissioner will infJrm you : write
Important Items.
to him.
Franklin Cross. Manningham, Ala., wishes to procure To THE UNFORTVNATE-We are no longer able to sup
a mill for hulling rice .
ply the following back numbers of the present volume
J. B. of N. J .-'£he combination of the steam engines Nos. 6, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24. 25, 27, 28,
with the Jonval wheel shown in your sketch. could not 29. 30, 34, 35, and 37. Such numbers as we have
be patented because of its want of usefulness ; it would to furnish, are gratuitously supplied to such sub
be a complex and expensive combination to supersede scribers as failed to receive them; and we would take
simple hand gearing.
occasion to state, that any person failing to receive
",r. P. of N. Y._We have mailed your letter to Mr
their paper regularly, will confer a favor by notifying
Mosheimer. You will please to adopt. in future the usu. us of the fact. Missing numbers should be ordered
al channel of communicat:on and not sead your letters to early, to insure their receipt, as an entire edition is
us for mailing.
often exhausted within ten days after the date of pub
'V. H. of Phila.-Your case has not been formally acted
lication.
upon yet, but we are informed that a patent will issue.
MODELs-We shall esteem it a great favor if inventors
(J. 0' 1..1 . of S . C .-The patent must necessarily be sent
will always attach their names to such models as they
b you from the Patent Office. if issued. unless you order
send us. It will save us much trouble, and prevent the
the Commissioner to address it to us. Our request in that liability
of their being mislaid.
respect would be disregarded. You had better let the
patent go to you, and then you can re·mail it to our office PATENT CLAnls-Persons desiring the claim of any in�
for engravings. which will be just as well, and save you vention which has been patented within fourteen years
can obtain a copy by addressing a letter to this office
the trouble of writing to the Office.
C. C. L. of Mass.-The articles to which you refer can stating the name of the patentee, and date of patent
be found no where except in back volumes of the SCI. when known, an� enclosing $1 as fees for copying.
AM. They were never collected and published in book RECEIPTs-When money is paid at the office for subscrip
form.
tion. a receipt for it will always be given ; but when sub
N. C . S. of Ot.-We have Written' to the Department scribers remit their money by mail, they may consider
concerning your lost patent. As soon as a reply is reo the arrival of the first paper a bona fide acknowledg'
ceived we will write you.
ment of the receipt of their funds.
L. D. 'V. of Conn.-'fhe most economical method for
,. . - ..
you to �ursue is to maintain the steam ofyour boiler at 30
Literary Notices.
1bs., so as to have it ready to start in the morning. Don't THE MICROSCOPE AND ITS REVELATIONS.-It affords
let down the pressure at all, if you find it safe to keep us much pleasure to see the great work of Dr. Carpenter,
F. R. S., re·published by Blanchard & I..Iea. of Phila.,
it up.
by Dr. Smith of Pennsylvania Conege . It is the
J. S of Mass.-Your plan for increasing intensity or ar edited
most complete work in the Englhh language, on the sub
tificial light by placing a hollow double globe over and ject. Some idea of its completeness may be obtained, by
that it is a large volume: of 713 pages, illustrated
around the flame, is not new-engravers and jewelers of �tating
with 434: excellent wood cuts. Its matter is beyond all
ten use a globe filled with water. for the purpose of con praise, and we may add criticism. The construction of
this
wonderful
instrument, and the principles upon which
manner
densing the rays of light in substantially the same
it is based. are fully described and illustrated. '1'he best
as you propose.
methods of u�ing the microscope are fully described. Its
M. B. S., ofHale's Eddy-Your plan for an hydraulic revelations of minute organisms, hid from the natural eye.
are beautifully illustrated. The appendix describes and
engines is very old.
illustrates its uses in surgery and its application in the
W. M., of N. J.-You must use more lime as a flux in diagnos£s
of disease, and is a most valuable chapter for
the physician and student. In short it is a work which
smelting your iron, in order to remove the sulphur.
regard as one of the most valuable ever issued from
A, McK., ofTenn.-'l'he nature of cotton is very differ we
he American press.
ent from that of silk. and the same substances will not
THE LIFE OF ROBERT FULTON-Messrs. C . G. Hen
color both alike. You cannot color cotton with SUlphate derson
& Co., of Philadelphia, announce that they shall
of indigo, bnt you ca.n silk:. If you neutralize the acid in issue, July 4th. the Life of this eminent inventor. It
contain twenty·five colored engravings executed in
tbe SUlphate ofindlgo with chalk. it will color cotton; but will
best manner, representing his nUp:lerous inventions
then it will be but a fugitive blue. Our Southern States the
in ocean navigation, etc., taken from his original draw
should attempt to revive the cultivation of the best qual ings. It will contain all the prominent features in Ful.
life, and also his correspondence with European
ities of indigo, as East India indigo is now very scarce ton's
and American savarts upon scientiflc subjects. The au
and dear.
thor of thhl novel work is J. Franklin Reigart, Esq., of
Lancaster,
Pa., an earnest and indefatigable friend to all
T. M. C., ofl Me.-The model and letters patent of the
industrial interests of our country. We feel quite
saw mill stirrup have come to hand, with your letter of the
confident that this work will command attention. We
the 23d, covering $12. The engraving will appear in certainly hope it will,
about two weeks.
NEW YORK DInECTORY FOR 18.1j5.-We are indebted
A. D. T., ofPa.-Six pounds of tallow. and one of good to the pubIisher. Mr. John F. Trow. for a copyofthe New
York City Directory for the present year. ()ompiler, H.
!Ilperm oil, to which are added half a pound of black lead. Wilson.
The work is a fine style of typographical per·
make as good grease for the axles of waKons and carria
tc i
����i��::
i.�:oo8�:�es� xri�fih��������
ges. as can be found any where. Another kind, made of f��!��:��
were
collected
by
means
of
agents
sent
specially over the
a
half
which
to
oil,
of
five
and
tallow
of
pound!!
five
city. 'rhe work of canvassing for the names commenced
to the
pound of india rubber dissolved in turpentine is added, is on the 2d day of May and the book was delivered
a
u
k
f
w
also good lubricator for the same purpose.
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T. R. ofNew York.-We would like to see an apparatus duction there were 20 proof readers, 5 steam printing
presses running day and night. and 200 binders. It will
constructed showing the exact motions of the earth and thus
be seen," as the editor truly remarks, .. that the get.
moon. The theory ofthe moon having no axial rotation ting up
of a Directory is a. work of no ordinary labor."
i� undoubtedly the most simple. There is something sus· Published at 379 Broadway. Price $2'50.
picious in the twenty-eight day axial rotation theory. be
cause it must be positively exact. It is also not in
Terms Of Advertising.
harmony with the system of Laplace. "W�e have received
$1
!i lines, for each insertion.
ofthem
none
but
subject,
the
on
ofletters
quite a number
8
$2
are sufficiently clear.
12
..
$3
C. & P. of Ohio.-If ycu take the fall of water in feet
$4
16 ..
of your spring and the quantity discharged per minute. Adyertisements
exceeding 16 lines cannot be admitted
and multiply them together, then divide by the hight in neither can engravings
be inserted in the advertising col
feet, to which you wish the water raised. you will obtain umns at any price,
the quantity the ram will rai!'le in one minute. Deduct a
07
All
advertisements
must be paid for before insert
least twenty-five per cent. for friction.
L. L. of Montreal.-Myndert Vanschaick is Pre�lident ing.
'Of the Croton Water Board, this city. A. W. Craven, is
0RRIS WORKS, Norristown, Pa.-Inglis. Carson
Chief Engineer. Direct to t�em·by name and office and
& West. Iron and Brass Founders, Machinists, Boiler
y our letter will reach them.
akers and Steam Engine Builders-M.anufacture Corpr
reached
g
n
f
have
f
paper
straw
of
samples
._Your
.Y
N
.K.of
C
�i�e���IWaFe� :;:k� of�!r; c �;:�t;� 111J:t�ds ��
us ; they are very good indeed.
i
f
W. C. McP. of Mass.-A very clear varnish for draw 4 �!���!ts��l��r�g �il�d��:����lfh�:�/�n:�hi�e �;
ings is made of Canadian babam dissolved in turpentine required in the EngineeringIN}rR� fV nIN:a�is,
RICHARD R. CORSON,
All turpentine varnishes ho wever. are liable to have a
JOHN WEST.
4-3tf
sticky feel. Alcohol var:nishes dry moat rapidly.
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.
UNDERSIGNED having had TEN years'
T HE
practical experience in soliciting PATENTS in this
and foreign countries, beg to give notice that they con
tinue to offer their services to all who may desire to se
curePatents at home or abroad.
Over three thousand Letters Patent have been issued.
whose papers were prepared at this Office, and on an
average Nteen. or one·third of all thePatents issued each
week, are on cases which are prepared at our Agency.
An able corps of Engineers, Examiners. Draughtsmen,
and Specification writers are in constant employment,
which renders us able to prepare applications on the
shortest notice, while the experience of a long practice,
and facilities which few others possess, we are able to
give the most correct counsels to inventors in regard to
the patentability of inventions placed before us jor ex·
amination.
Private consultations respecting the patentability of in
ventions are held free of charge. with inventors, at our
office, from 9 A. M until 4 P. M. Parties residing at
distance are informed that it is generally unnecessary for
them to incur the expense of attending in person. as all
the steps necessary to secure a patent can be arranged by
letter. A rough sketch and description of the improve
ment should be first forwarded, which we will examine
and give an opinion as to patenta.bility, without charge.
Models and fees can be sent with safety from a.ny part of
the country by e:spress. In this respect New York is
more accessible than any other city in our country.
CirculaPS--Of information will be sent free of postage to
any one wishing to learn the preliminary steps towards
making an application.
In addition to the advantages which the long experience
and great success of our firm in obtaining patents present
to inventors, they are informed that all inventions pat.
ented through our establishment, are noticed. at the p,'op 
time, in the SCIENTIFIC A1'ttERICAN. 1.' his paper is
read by not less than 100,000 persons every week, and ena
b n
c
jo
Yo�t�lrh:�:t!�I: otf��:d bi .!l�!�i���� i� foreign
countries are secured through us ; while it is well known
that a very large proportion of all the patents applied for
in the U. 8 . , go through our agency.
MUNN & CO .
American and Foreign Patent Attornies, Principal
Office 123 Fulton street. New York.
.•
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�TEAM ENGINES-The subscriber is now prepared
� to furnish steam engines from 1 to
power
on the shortest notice. Having tested hisloo·horse
Patent Oscillat·
�ng ]�ngine, is of opinion that nothing superior
is offered
l� the I?arket, As the peculiarities and advantages of
h IS engmes are too lengthy to be enumerated in a mere
!ldvertisement, he most �espectfully requests
wish
mg to purchase or examme to call at .M.e:.srs. those
Darlington
& Co's., No. 17 Railroad Buildings. cor. of l<�ranklin and
genter. sts.� w.here a magnificent s.pecimen of an oscillat
mg engme
IS .succ�ssful 0I!erahon. or at 22 Liberty st.,
where any deSIred
mformatlOn may be obtained.
right of this patent is also for sale. JUAN P A'l'T .b;The
H, .
�ON�Patentee. Ne� York Oit!.
����_
_
'" J. H. BUCK
eo., Lebanon, N. H.
in all kinds of wood 
M • Manufacturers and '"dealers
working machinery, such as Daniel Gray & Wood's
Tim
ber �laning .Farrow, improved Cylinder Planer, with
tapermg :r.natcher�, Power a!ld Foot Mortising Horizontal
and Vertical Bormg, Tenomng, Sash and Cornice mold
i�g and HU.b �ortising Machines, Spoke Lathes, Scroll
Saw.� C\Vnght s patent,) also a large double 'l' enoning
Machine. capable of making one or more tenons
at the
i Ci a
a
(;ri�� °ilill�� &�. fl�� ���r�!�, :n� ���k�i�s�.�.0�����1
s for making I,'osters' Artificial Granite B il ng
40 t!
�f��k.
III
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ACHIN};] IIIlL'l'ING, Steam Packing, Engine
M Hose-The
superiority of these articles manmac
tU,red of vulcanized rub.ber is established. Every
WIll be warranted superIOr to leather, at one-third belt
less:
price. The Steam Packing is made in every variety. and
warranted to stand 300 deg. of heat. The hose never
needs oiling, and is warranted to stand any required pres.
sure ; together with varieties of rubber adapted to
m�chanical pU.rposes. allDirections,
prices, &c can be ob 
tamed by . mall ori otherwise at our warehouse
York Beltmg and Packing Co John H. Cheever.. 1.'New
reasurer, No. 6 Dey St., N. Y.
1:) 4'�
••

.•

WESTERN MACHINERY AND P 1.T.
G REAT
.EiX'.r AGENCY-The undersigned have
ed a house for the sale of machinery and patentest:tJ.,}ish
ri:£hts
at
.
No. 64 Randolph St., Chica�o, Ill.
33 10*
RICilAUDS , ELLSWORTH & GO.
li'LUES-All
and any length prompt
B OILER.
furnished by JAM);Ssizes
O. MORSE & CO . . No. 79
ARREL MACHINERY-CROZIE R'S PATENT John ly
B is
st., N . Y .
unrivalled in point of'luality and quantity of work
37 3mos
o t
om
en c a
b���:l M�il�f:Ctrg:: �tthe u�de �i;� e�. OPF�:�i�ht.� ��d
ROlJGHT
..
IRON
PIPE-Plain,
also
galvanized
W imide and outside. sold at wholesale by JAME� 0 .
'V"'� LCII & CROZHJR.
machines address
Oswego, N. Y. MOltS);
43 18"
& CO., No. 79 John st., N. Y.
37 3mo,

CAR BUILDERS-For Sale, one new Upright
�' & BOND
" t s, 89 N a:;sau st, N.Y . . M
1
, A r.l�
... e·
T oBoring
Mill tor boring car wheels. Maker's price F ORBE
chanical and general Draughtsmen on wood.stone,&c
.
$61.10, will be sold for $400 cash. Address Gll: O. S. LIN
()OLN & CO., Hartford, Ct.
43tl"
HE
NEW
YOUK
DAILY
SUN
for
$2
year.
T
. 'llh� miracle of the present age is accomplished by
ELECTRO-CHEMICAL BATH", at. the
V RGNES'
Pubhsher ofthe New York Sun, in furnishing sub·
tended by Prof. Vergnes, the discoverer, and Dr. scr�bers
in clubs oft�irty or more with.the daily paper by
Chas. Prince, proprietor. 710 Broadway. A positive cure
for $2 a year. I, he Sun commenced in lx83 ; is the
for Rheumatism, and all diseases arising from the use (If mall
oldest,
as well as the cheapest of all the cheap daily
mercury or other minerals. Department for ladies. 1* newspapers.
It contains the latest news to be had by tel�
egraph. mail. or express-is independent on all
subjects
Partnership here. and has for its plattorm
Common Sense ." (Jlul) rates-':
N OTleE-DISSOLU'l'ION-The
tofore existing between the subscribers, is this day payable in advance,
5
copies
one
year
$16'50
·
10
copies
dissolved by mutual censent.
$30 i 10 ??pies �41'25 ; 2(� cOP.ies $50 ; 25 copies '$56'25; 30
SAMUE L �'HOMAS,
RICHARD R . C ORSON, f���: !�pP�����dcgAl�\�4m�d:e��d t� a£: rd{�e��e�tr;
JOHN WB Sl'.
one person only. '11he �ostage on the Daily Sun within
Norristown, �{ay 30, 1856.
the State of New York I S only 78 cents per year. and onl'Y
$1'56 any other part of the United States. Specimen
COP ARTNERSHIP-The undersigned have this day co.piestosent
gratis on application. LeI ters (always post
associated themselves together for the transaction of the paId) to be directed
to MOSES S. BEACH ' Sun Office
Foundry and Machine business. under the firm and style
37 tf '
of INGL1S, CORSON & WE S�'. at the Norris Works. New York City.
ANDREW INGLIS.
CELEBRA'I'I�i) POR TA IILI� S'I'EAl\{
RICHARD R. CORSON. V AIP�
Engmes and Saw l\fIlls, Bogardm;' Horsepowers,
JOHN W�J S'l'.
Smut Machines, Saw and Grist Mill irons and Gearing
Norristown, May 30. 1356.
Saw Gummers, Ratchet Drills,
&c. Orders for light and
executed with dispatch.
PATENT WIRE CUTTERS-A heayy forging and castings
LOGAN & LIDG);UWOOD ,
GROVER'S
view of which is given in No. 42, this f aper, are 13 1y'
9 Gold st., N. Y.
for sale wholesale and retail by E . D. & G. Draper,
Hopedale, Milford, Mass. We are also sole agents for
the sale of Dutcher's Patent 'l'emples, Perry's Patent V ERTICAL S'l'EAM ENGINE and Boiler for
Parallel Shuttle Motion. Hayden & Wyllys' Paten
Sale at a bargain. The
is nearly new and
Drawing Regulators or Eveners. Thompson's Patent well finished. l'he cylinder Engine
is 9 inches ; the fly wh�el is
Oilers. &c.
42 7* a band wheel 5 feet in diameter.
face 14 inches. turned
oft: �eig·ht 1350 Ibs. '1'�e boiler is 20 feet long, 42 inches
n dIameter. l flue 17 lnches, well braced wrought-iron
NEW AND SemN'rIFIe INVENTIO:V-Dr heads
very strong, and has been in use a-bo nt six
Cheever's Galvano·Electric Regenerator. Patent months it}s
A
IS about 15-horse power. Cost $1200 wiH be sold
issued Jan . 15th. 1856.. A circular relating to the use ofthe or $!i75 ;cash
delivered on ship board. Appiy to MUNN
instrument. embracing a general treatise of atony of the & CO., at this; office.
r
S
:h: �:J�ll:;;��'b��:n�� �}\��i:;�h� �r�1� i� :g������
mar. be had grati.<;j, and will be sent to any address by M ACH1:VISTS' 'l'OOLS.-Meriden M.chine Co
mall by their indicating a desire to receive it. All ietters l'I have on hand at their New York Office. 15 G old
should be directed to DR. J. CHEEVER, No. I 1.'remont street.
a gre at variety of Machinists' l'ools, Hand and
Temple, Doston
42 4*
Power' Punching Presses. Forcing Pumps,Machine Belt
ing, &c all of the best quality. l?actory W est Meriden,
OR SALB-A second-hand saw mill engine and saw
32 13*
F gearing, including two cylinder boilers 22 in. diam. Conn.
24 ft. long. with connection pipes and cocks, fire front,
ILl\IER & CO., Electrotypers, and Manufacturers
&c., upright cylinder 5 in. bore. 26 in. stroke, with iron
of Electrotype Materials. 12� Fulton st N. Y. Mold
gallows frame. steam gate, gauge, &c., two 6 feet balance FPresses,
Batteries, Oases, Backing Pans, Shaving Ma.
wheels, eccentric, &c., iron carriage rack and pinions, ing
chines.
Kettles, Planes, Blocks, Building Irons. etc.,
saw gate, ways, stirrups, &c all in good order. Price $400. etc., on Metal
hand, or furnished at short notice, and at moder
E. W1LBUR, Albion, N. Y.
42 2" ate charges.
Adams' Improved batteries and black-lead
2:1 tf
EeHANW'S TABLES-A New Book. Contain· machines also for sale.
M ing areas, and circumferences of circles, circum
U.I
! OIL ! OH...I ! -For railroads, steamers, and for
ferences of angled hoops, when angled outside or inside,
cutting of boiler plates. covering of kerf." solids, &c., O machinery and lmrning-Peas(,'s lmproved Machine.
weight of various materials. Miscellaneous notes, &c, By ry and Burning Oil will save fifty per cent and will not
Charles H. Haswell. Civil and Marine Eng'ineer. Author gum. '1'his oil possesses qualities vitally essential for lubri
of Haswell's Engineers and Mechanics Pocket Book. cating and burning, and found in no other oil. It is of
This book will be forwarded by mail free of postage for fered to the public upon the most reliable, thorough, and
t
t
E S II . HAS�WELL, �0 6 practical test. Our most skillful engineer.!" and machini.�tR
3 prononnce it superior and cheaper than any other and
���li�� Gre!E;�e � ¥�r��
the only oil that is in all cases reliable and will not gum.
AWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL-Harvard '!'he SCIentific American, after severa} tests. pronounced
L n
it .. superior to any other they have ever med for machin
i M
t
l
open 0� �rh���1�y� ���� ��h. F�� c���ro��! c��l::i:i�; ery:' .For sale only by the inventor and manufacturer.
F. S . P]� A S F; , 61 Main st., ButTalo, N . Y .
full particulars address E . W. HORSl!' ORD, Dean of the
N. B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United
Faculty.
42 8
States and Europe.
33 tf
A YEAR-An
ent is wanted in
e1r, n
$1
000
'�RCROSS
RO'l'ARY PLANING MAeIIINE.
hire an'article of daii:70!����i�� ; ��� �� ::��f!�. N '1' he Supreme Court of the U. S., at the Term of1853
tured at the Agent's dwelling secured by copyright ; and 1854. having decided that the patent granted to Nic h
sale as permanent as flour. .I!'ull particulars sent on the olas G. Norcross, of date Feb, 12. 1850, for a Rotary l">la
receipt of3 cents;· Address J. T. HORNE & CO.,
Hox ning Machine for Planing Boards and Planks 1 : not an
4,551. New York.
42 4'*' infringement of the Woodworth
Patent.
i t
�o STEAM
ENGINES-From 3 to 40·horse power ca� t� �J�cl�:�eJ�� �'pTI��i�����s�� lt��ttc�o��� �
'J
also portable engines and boilers
they arA first
11roadway, New York.
class engines, and will be sold cheap for cash. W M. Office for sale of rights at 208
203 Broadway, New York
BURDON, 102 Front st., Brooklyn.
41 tf Boston, 27 State street, and Lllwell, Mass.
19 Gm*
OLD
QUARTZ
MILLS
of
the
most
improved
con·
G struction ; will crush more quartz and do it finer
RAIN l\IILLS-EDWARD lIARRISON, of New
than any machine now in use, and costs much
less. WM G Haven. Conn., has on hand for sale, and is constantly
to order, a great variety of his approved
B URl)ON. 10� Front st., Brooklyn.
41 tf manufacturing
Flour and Grain Mills. including Bolting Machinery Ele
complete with Mills ready for use. Orde;,.. ad
YOUNG MEN o f ,mall means can vators.
dressed as above to the patentee, who is the exclusive
r
n
1 000
manufacturer. will be supplied with the latest improve,
abr�d. :Profits c�:t�in��� ·��hr::e.�� �u�in��s�e�� ments.
Cut sent to applications, and all mills warranted
e
Apply (inclosing a stamp,\ to �oX to give satisfaction.
42tf
N��533� :;�ir�it�iJ.i���'
l
ORTAIILE STEAM ENGINES.-S . C . HILLS, N E \V HAVEN MFG. eo.-Machinists· Tools, Iron
Planers. Engine and Hand Lathes, Drills. l�olt Cut
P No. 12 Platt st., N. Y offers for sale these Engines,
with Boilers, Pumps, Heaters, etc all complete, and ters. Gear Cutters, Chucks, &c., on hand and finishing.
very compact, from 2 to 10 horse power, suitable for print� rfhese Tools are of superior quality, and are for sale low
ca o
r
rv
c i i
ers, carpenters, farmers, planters, &c. A 2 1·2 horse can
s i
r
0
a
h fi�n ;!d ��fte s� :glr!;� :. J:� l��v� � lj:��f:�t��:lg�
eet
19 tf
�OO ib�., �ri�� $u�; �fh::�ize:f;��gpg!ti�n� 27�3� S Co New Haven. Conn.
for
Churches.
Court
LOCKS
Houses,
&c.
RegUla
ARRISON'S
30
INCH
GRAIN
C tors and time pieces for jewelers, railroads, offices, H
Patent.- A supply constantly on MILLS-La·
hand. Price
&c. Also glass dials of any size for illuminating, and other $200. test
Address New Haven Manufacturing Co.. New
kinds manufactured and warranted by the subscriber._
Haven,
Conn.
aItf
JOHN SHERRY, Oaklana Works, Sag Harbor, N. Y.
37 12 eow
OILER INCRUSTATIONS PREVENTEO
------A .simple and chea condenser manufactured by
IMPROVED GLOBE VALVBS that
PATENT
Front st .. '"Erooklyn, will ta�e every par'
can be made perfectly tight when new, and easily . m. Btil'
.don,or102salt
of hme
out of the water, rendermg it as pure
re-ground without being removed from the pipes ; also tIcles
as Croton, before entering the boiler. Persons in want
Gauge Cocks with the same improvement ; also plumber's of
such
machines
will
please state what the bore and
t
as
rk
a
o
k
s
c
o
;o� :a�� M�NTB, cilR & c O' ik �:r c��·st.�M�� stroke of the engines are,
and what kind of water is to be
4l U
York.
33 6"'eow u�
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�ti£ntifit �m£ritan.
certain the effects o f strychnine, and chloro around the sand on the beach. These crystals
form as an antidote. One dog, just as he was, are soluble in nitric acid, and are principally
to all appearances, in the last agony of death, composed of the carbonate of lime and mag
from the effects of this poison, had chloroform nesia.
-----=- -=:..--=---===
----•
..� + •
•
nrOD7..e Colors for Paper fl'oJU Ura7,iI.. wood and administered to him, and in a few minutes he
Compo"illon of Human Milk.
Logwood.
entirely recovered, and ran about as if nothing
From eighty-nine analyses of milk from wo
When alum is dissolved by heat in a decoc had been given him. He was afterwards killed men of varying ages from 15 to 25 years, Be
tion of Brazil-wood, which has been cleared by a second dose of poison. These experi querel and Vernois obtained-water 889'08 ;
sugar, 43'64 ; casein, 39'24 ; butter, 26'66 ;
by standing for several days, a precipitate is ments are to be continued for some time.
.. . .... . ..
salts, 1 '38. Total, 1000. The milk of young
produced on the cooling of the solution, which
Curious Cr\·s(als.
women from : 5 to 20 years of age contained
increases in proportion to the length of time
On the coast of Africa, between Saldanha more solid constituents than that of those from
the fluid is left standing, and at last contains
nearly all the coloring matter. If this pre Bay and the Island of Ichaboe, the beach for 30 to 40 years. The milk of women with
cipitate be washed once with water, and miles is covered with sharp crystals, in size dark hair was found to be richer than that of
spread in a tolerably thick coating upon paper, about four inches long, two broad, and one those having light hair. When fed on spare
it dries with a beautiful shining gold color, thick. Many of them envelope sand as if they diet, the milk of women becomes watery and
with a slight tendency to green, very like the had once been in a fluid state, and closed deficient in casein and butter.
dried wing-cases of the common cantharides.
If the precipitate be made into a paste, mixed
IMPROVED MUSIC BOOR RACK.
with a little size and glaze (prepared by dis 
solving wax in soap,) and then laid on the
paper by means of a brush, it may be polished
with an agate or glass ball, and then acquires
a beautiful yellow metallic luster, exactly like
bronze. It is. however, necessary for this
purpose, that the paper should be so thickly
coated with the color as t o render it quite
opaque.
A coloring matter obtained from logwood
has exactly the same properties, but its pre
paration is somewhat different, and the metal
lic luster has more of a coppery tint, the for 
mer rather resembling brass.
If a freshly prepared concentrated decoction
of logwood be hmtted in a copper kettle, and
then mixed with chloride of tin, an abundant
dark brown precipitate is obtained, which is
to be collected without washing. This pre
cipitate, when employed like the preceding
one, communicates a copper bronze color to
paper. A different shade is obtained when
the hot decoction is first mixed with a little
alum, and afterwards with a still smaller quan
IlIIProved Hook Ha�I'.
draws it back to its original position, and with
tity of bi-chromate of potash ; this precipitate
I
.
'I, he .Improvement Illustrated
III our engrav - it the leaf.
The upper part of the book is
is darker, and its luster, when laid on paper,
presents
several
ing
novel
features.
The
rack
held
by
the
hooks,
K K. When it is desired
has more of a yellowish tinge, so that it forms
an intermediate shade between the two other consists of two frames, A A', B, s liding later- to lengthen the sides of frame A the end
ally one within the other. A A' moves, but B pieces, a, may be moved out and se ured by
c olors.
All these precipitates are particularly is stationary. The ba$e, D, and frame, B, are' screws, L .
This rack possesses all the advantages of
adapted for the fabrication of marbled papers hinged together b y links, C , so that the ap
into
small
the ordinary kind, besides many new and use
may
he
folrl
e
d
together
paratus
and paper hangings ; for if the mixture of the
ful qualities. It prevents sheet music from
size, glaze, and color is well effected, the space.
book
The
which
rests
upon
the
base,
A',
slipping out at the bottom ; turns the leaves
metallic luster makes its appearance even on
forms part of frame, A, and slides laterally. at the instant required ' holds the book firm 
rubbing with a stiff brush.
A' is j ointed at E E', so that for very thick Iy ; keeps it smoothl open at the proper
The following are methods of preparing
books the b as e, A', Ill ay be pulled out and I place, and thus prevents damage to binding,
these colors :widened. F is a lamp support.
which is so common to music books ; enables
10 Ibs . of good Brazil-wood are deprived of
The leaves are turned by means of the the music to be shifted 1 a terally with ease,
their coloring by repeated decoction in �oft
tongues, G, of which there are several, all & c. We might mention other advantages,
water, and the collected decoctions left stand
hinged at H. A small elastic spring cord but those we have named are sufficient to in
ing for from four to eight days in an open
connects with each tongue at H. The tongues form the reader that the improvement is a
wooden tub. The clear decoction is then
after being placed betweeu the leaves of the highly useful one. It should form 'L part of
poured away from the sediment, and put again
book, are fas tened open by means of the catch, every organ, piano, or melodeon.
into fL clean vesseL Part of it is then heated,
I, connected with which is a button, .J. By
Mr. Thomas Ward, of Birmingham, Pa., is
aud whilst hot 5 Ibs. of alum are dissolved in
touching J the stop, I, is moved, and one of the inventor, of whom fllrther information can
it, and the solution is mixed with the remain
the tongues released. The elastic cord pre- be had.
der. The precipitate will have collected in
viously stretched by opening the tongue, now I Patented May 20th, 1856.
about eight days ; it is strained through cloth
till it acquires a pasty consistence, and pre 
article in this, taking care not to rub it vio
,.vashin:.: Fine 'W oolen a ll d lUu.Un Article••
served for use in that form.
lently. The soapsuds should be quite strong,
The gall of oxen and cows has beeu used
10 Ihs. of logw()oi\ are boiled twice with
or the soap will be decomposed by the grease
soft water, and t11(' ., tritined decoction evapor from time immemorial for removing grease
in the article to be washed. The suds must
ated to one-hitlf in the kettle ; 10 oz. of and dirt, from fine woolen goods of delicate
be thoroughly rinsed out of the articles in cold
chloride of tin are then added, and the precip colors. Its action is the same as soap in re
soft water. Scented soap is the best to use
moving the grease, while it is almost inert re
itate is strained through cloth.
for snch delicate operations, because it imparts
The decoction is prepared and concentrated garding the colors. In the hands of skillful
an agreeable perfume to the article of dress
as before, aud 10 oz. of alum are added to it, persons, however, soap is just as safe, and is
washed.
and allowed to dissolve ; powdered bi-chro more pleasant to use, because the gall has an
Another process for washing fine muslins of
mate of potash is then sprinkled in gradually offensive odor. To use the gall, it should be
colors, is to take some wheat bran
delicate
as long as a sample taken out and laid on pa mixed with just as much rain water as will
about two quarts for a lady's dress-and boil
and
squeezed
be
to
article
woolen
the
allow
per still appears dark blue ; for this purpose
it for half an hour in some soft water, then
1 1-1 oz. are generally required. Too much handled fraely. It requires considerable hand
allow it to cool, strain the liquor, and use it
of the bi-chromate of potash renders the color ling of the article in the liquid before the gall
as a substitute for soap suds. It removes dirt
black, and spoils it. This is abo strained acts thoroughly. After the dirt and grease
like soap, is inert regarding the colors, and
are removed, the dress, shawl, or whatever it
through cloth.
out in only one clean
------.
..�.�.�----
may be that is washed in it, should be thor requires to be rinsed
water,
and
starching
is
unnecessary. This is
Expel'itnents on Digc�t;on, and with Poisons.
oughly rinsed in clean soft water. It will take
The Philadelphia Ledger states that the dogs three or four fresh supplies of water to ,Te the best method of washing fine muslins and
captured in that city are undergoing some in move all traces of the gall, from the goods, calicoes. A great number of beautiful dresses
teresting operations under two young physi and none must be left in on account of its are often spoiled in washing by the discharge
cians-Drs. Walton and Scholes, who :are en offensive smelL This is a very safe process of their colors, from the use of warm suds.
deavoring to obtain a more thorough knowl of washing fine woolen articles of light green, In all cases, the suds and rinsing water for
edge of digestion, by experimenting with the blue, and various other delicate colors. Chil colored articles of dress should be used as cold
dogs condemned to death. Those selected as dren's dresses of fine merino cloth may be as possible.
--
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Sharpening Old Fil e. with AcH.

Make up some strong soapsuds in a pail and
steep the files in it for half an hour. After
this take and brush them well in the suds to
remove all the grease and dirt from the creas
er, after which they are to be rinsed in clean
soft water. Now, make up in a clean pail or
stone-ware crock, which is better, an acid
liquor composed of one pint of sulphuric acid
to ten or twelve of soft water, and stir it well.
Put the files perpendicularly in this for an
hour, and examine them two or three times
during the operation. The liquor must cover
the files from the point to the shank. The
acid attacks both sides of the file ridges, and
eats away a portion of the steel, thus making
them sharper. If the liquor is heated, the
action of the acid is more rapid, and intense,
but no person shonld pour sulphuric acid into
hot water, as it is liable to spatter out in the
face of the person pouring it in. This action
does not take place hy pouring the acid into
cold water. Many accidents of burning with
vitriol have resulted to inexperienced persons
from want of knowledge regarding this phe
nomenon. When the tiles are properly bit in,
by the acid, they must be rinsed in soft water
containing some urine) or a little dissolved sal
soda ; they are finally rinsed in warm soft
water and are fit for use.
-----....- � .......-. .

A Lightning Wen 110 .."'.
During a recent thunder-storm at Kensing
ton, N. H, the lightning descended perpendic
ularly in an intense discharge into a pasture
field, and made a hole about a foot in diame
ter and 30 feet deep, forming a well which
soon fil led up with good water.
--.-----...--.-.... -�-. - .-.--- 
liul'\o' land Arlt'siun \\· ... lh.

An ILrtesian well has recently been sunk to
depth of 185 feet and a fnll supply of good
watel' obtained on the North Point battle
ground, near Baltimore, Md., a place hereto
fore very deficient in that respect. This is the
third artesian well in the State of Maryland ;
the other two being at Frederick and Annatolis.
a

•

�

martyrs to science are well fed upon meats,
bread, &c., and then allowed to exist from a
half to two hours. After killing them, the
stomach is removed, and the work of digestion
noted Experiments have been made to as-

-------.
..�..
.�
.
�----safely washed in this manner. One gall will
.t.. Cheap Red Fire.
suffice for a small dress. Another plan, and
Take 3 parts of powdered celestine, 2 parts
a better one for washing fine articles of dress
is to dissolve some fine soap in hot water, and of sulphur, and 3 parts of chlorate of potash,
allow it to become quite cold, then wash the by weight, and mix them together.
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Inventors, and Manufacturers
E L E V E N 'f H
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SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
r.!' l!is w o rk differs materially frolJl other puhli ealions
being an ILLUS'l'RATBD P B ItIODIC A L . devote d chief·
ly to the promulgation of information fAInting to the va
ri Jus Mechanic and C hemic Arts, Industrial !fanufa c 
tures, Agriculture. Patents, Inventions, J�ngineering. :Mill .
work. and all i nteres ts which the light of }lRACTIC.A.L
SCHJNCB is cakula.ted to advan c e .
Every number of t h e SCIEN1'lF1C A;IfERICAN
conta in s Eight Large Pages, of reading, abundantly iHus
trated with ENGRA VINGS,-all of them engraved

6X

pressly for this publication.

REPOR TS OF U. S. PATENTS granted are abo put.

lished every week. including OjJlcial Copies of all the
PATENT C L AIM S . T hese Claims are p uhlishe d i n
the S CIENTIFIC .AMERICAN ,in arlvance of all other p a 
Pin',.,.

T'his publication differs e ntirely trom the magazines and
papers which flood the c ov,.ntrY . !t is a Weekly Journal
of AR T. SCIENCE, and MECHANICS.-having for ito
object the a dvance lLe nt ofth e interestll ofMECHANICS.
MANUFA C T UIIER S . and INVENTORS. :Each num.
ber b illustrate d with from Five to Ten O'l'£g£'Jtal Engra_
vings o{new ,lfECHANICAL INVENTIONS; nearly a I
I
of th e best inventions waich are patented at Washington
being illustrated in the S C IENTIFIC AMERICAN. The
SCIEN1'IFIC AMERICANi, the most popular journ.l
of the kind ever published. and of more importance to
the interest of MB CHANIC S and INVB NTORS than
any thing they could possibly obtain ! To Farmers it is
also particularly useful. as it will apprise them of a ll Af}
r'tc'Ult'Ural Improvements. instruct them in various Me
cltanical Trades, &c. &c.
TERMS ,-$2 .·ycar ; $1 for half a year.
Southern. Western, C anada Money, or POI'lt Office
Stamps t\ken at their par value for subscriptions. Let
ters should be directed (invariably post-p a'id) to

1 28

MUNN . & CO.,

F ulton .tr.et, New York

CLUD RATES.

Five C ople.Jar Six Months.
Ten Copies for Six Months. Ten Copies for Twelve Month..
Fifteen Copies for Twelve Month..
Twenty Copie.for Twolve Month..

$4
�S

$16
822
828

